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In a recent issue of an international machine 
shop publication there are a number of  
articles that report on the benchmarking  

survey that the publisher had conducted with its 
readers. One of the questions asked was “What 
does the company think was a contributing  
factor to the company being successful?”

It is not surprising that these four factors:  
1. Focus on the customer, 2. Keep up with  
new technology, 3. Engage in continuous 
improvement, and 4. Train your workforce,  
come out as the leading answers in the  
responses to the survey. 

We can take number one as a given. If you 
don’t focus on the customer you will soon have no customers and of course 
we all know what that will lead to. It is the second response that I would like to 
elaborate on and specifically with reference to the number of ‘success’ stories 
in this issue. 

I am in a very privileged position as an editor of a magazine that covers 
manufacturing in the metalworking environment, in that I am able to visit 
numerous companies that others would not normally get to visit, for various 
reasons.  I am always eager to see how one company operates as compared 
to the other one down the road. There are a number of factors that makes 
one more successful than the other but invariably it those companies that are 
‘keeping up with technology’ that are succeeding.

The importance of continual investment in technology as a management 
priority, however, was amply reinforced in the Zealous Automotive article.  
This is a fantastic reference point for what can be done in South Africa and we 
should be proud to showcase that we can compete with the rest of the world. 

Then there is the Transnet story whereby Motoman welding robots are being 
extensively used in the manufacturing of coal wagons. It is the planning and 
execution of the installation that stands out.

What is common to both stories is, not only the investment in modern 
equipment but, the resultant hours that will be saved in the manufacturing  
process as well as a high quality end result with minimal, if any, scrap or  
rejections.

There are two international exhibitions that I report on in this issue.  
The first, EuroBLECH, takes place in October and is related to the sheetmetal 
or forming industry. The second is the EMO exhibition, which takes place in 
September next year and, in the main is focused on the shaping industry. 

I have been attending these exhibitions since 1989. Through my  
discussions with fellow South Africans that have attended they are not only 
overwhelmed with the size of the respective exhibitions but are always amazed 
at the new innovations and technology that they ‘stumble’ across,which they 
later put into practice in their own situation. I therefore cannot emphasize the 
importance of attending these exhibitions where  
you will find solutions and the technology that will  
make your business more productive and profitable.

EdITOR’S   cOMMENT





VIEW   POINT

Why play by the rules 
when companies reward wrongdoing?

I'm not the only one fed up with "bratty" corporate-scandal 
emails.

"If you read the e-mails from the Libor scandal," writes 
New York Times columnist David Brooks, "you get the same 
sensation you get from reading the e-mails in so many recent 
scandals: these people are brats; they have no sense that they 
are guardians for an institution the world depends on; they 
have no consciousness of their larger social role."

Brooks argues, convincingly, that our country's current 
elites - including the executive leadership teams of financial 
services firms - lack the "stewardship mentality" possessed 
by our country's previous elites (the old-boy Protestant 
Establishment) who "cruelly ostracized people who did not live 
up to their codes of gentlemanly conduct and scrupulosity."

Instead of ostracising scrupulosity violations, today's 
financial services industry elites actually compensate people 
who flout codes of conduct and company values; this is one 
of the key findings of a survey of 500 U.S. and U.K. financial 
services professionals conducted by Labaton Sucharow LLP, the 
first law firm in the country to establish a practice exclusively 
focused on protecting and advocating for whistleblowers who 

report possible securities violations to the SEC.
Among its many dispiriting but not surprising (in light of 

rate-rigging and money-laundering among other misbehaviour) 
results, the survey finds that 30 percent of respondents 
reported their compensation or bonus plan created pressure to 
compromise ethical standards or violate the law. What's more, 
23 percent of respondents reported other pressures that may 
lead to unethical or illegal conduct.

Here are some of the survey's other key findings:
•	 26 percent of respondents indicate that they  

 had observed or had firsthand knowledge of   
 wrongdoing in the workplace;

•	 Nearly 25 percent of respondents believed that   
 financial services professionals may need to engage in  
 unethical or illegal conduct in order to be successful;

•	 Sixteen percent of respondents say they would commit a  
 crime - insider trading - if they could get away with it; and

•	 Only one in four financial services professionals   
 believe regulatory watchdogs (i.e., regulations combined  
 with enforcement) are effective.

I found this finding particularly disheartening: "Doubt about 
ethical conduct pervades financial services organizations. Only 
41 percent of respondents reported that staff within their own 
organization had 'definitely not' engaged in unethical or illegal 
conduct to be successful."

That doubt stems from the state of organizational  
cultures within financial firms; these cultures, as Brooks 
mentions, appear to be lacking the stewardship mentality 
necessary to prevent the missteps that result in rate-rigging, 
money-laundering and other scandalous shenanigans.

"The best way to avoid corporate scandals," the Labaton 
Sucharow survey indicates, "is to establish and nurture a 
culture of integrity in the workplace. Too often, scandals 
result from a long chain of mistakes, where one breakdown in 
judgment cascades to another breakdown, and then another. 
In time, isolated and seemingly random unethical or illegal 
choices snowball into front page scandals."

At the risk of sounding like a broken record: Does your 
risk management program assess the integrity of your 
organisation's culture? If not, chances are that your company's 
own elites are failing to fulfill their stewardship responsibilities.

Eds comment: By publishing this article I am not criticising 
our local financial institutions directly. By contrast I think they 
have, in the main, acted responsibly and had the powers 
that be not taken corrective action before the latest financial 
crisis South Africa could have been more in the ‘pooh’ than 
it is. However if you read the Personal Finance section every 
weekend in our newspapers you would think that the local 
financial industry (all encompassing) is not as squeaky clean as 
it should be. When it comes to national and local government 
though I think these percentages given above would be closer 
to 100 percent. But let me leave it at that before I get into 
trouble again as I did with a recent editors comment I wrote. 

*Eric Krell is a freelance journalist based in the US 
and specialises in writing articles in 

Corporate Finance & Tax Governance, Risk & Compliance
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cover story

Haas to showcase versatility 
at Machine Tools Africa 2012
Machine Tools Africa takes place once every four years and it gives an 

opportunity to metalworking equipment tooling and related equipment suppliers and 
manufacturers to showcase their machines, products and services. The show takes 
place at the Expo Centre, NASREC, Johannesburg, from 10 – 14 September 2012.

This year, Haas will show their versatility in being a 
world-renowned manufacturer and supplier of 
metalworking equipment. On display will be the  

VF-6/50 50-Taper vertical machining centre,  
the ST-40 CNC turning center,  
the ST-30 Y CNC turning center with live 
tooling and the DT-1 drill/tap machine.

Haas VF-6/50 vertical 
machining centre

The 50-taper Haas 
VF-6/50 vertical 
machining centre has  
1,626 x 813 x 762 mm 
XYZ travels and is  
built using all  
American-made  
cast-iron 
components.

Like every 
Haas machine, 
the VF-6/50 
represents years of 
ongoing refinement. 
Customer feedback 
coupled with a relentless 
pursuit of perfection sees 
advancements and design enhancing changes incorporated 
directly into the production line every day.

The Haas VF-6/50 is a rugged, medium-sized gear-driven 
VMC that yields reliability and accuracy in a small-framed 
machine. The VF-6/50 has a 50-taper cartridge spindle that's 
powered by a 23 kW vector Dual-Drive (Y-Delta) drive running 
through the 2-speed geared head. The VF-6/50 will produce at 
a low 500 rpm, but will also run up to 7,500 rpm in less than  
5 seconds for finishing aluminium.

With a long list of standard features and high-productivity 
options (many sold in discounted packages), the Haas VF-6/50 
is one of the best value 50-taper machine tools available today.

The ST-40 turning center
The Haas ST-40 is the latest – and largest – addition to 

Haas Automation’s line of new generation turning centers. It 
was designed from the ground up to be extremely rigid, highly 
accurate, and very thermally stable. All castings were optimized 
using finite element analysis (FEA) to produce the most rigid 
designs, while improving chip and coolant flow, and simplifying 

maintenance and service. The spindle head features a 
compact, symmetrical design for thermal stability and  
rigidity, and the 45-degree wedge design greatly increases the 
tool-mounting envelope and improves chip flow. 

The ST-40 has a maximum cutting capacity of  
650 x 1120 mm, with maximum swings of 875 mm over  

the front apron and 650 mm over the cross slide.  
The spindle bore is 120 mm, with a bar capacity of  

100 mm. The machine’s 30 kW vector  
dual-drive spindle turns at  

2400 rpm. For heavy  
cutting operations, an  
extra-performance spindle 
option is available that 
provides 41 kW. Both spindles 
feature on-the-fly wye-delta 
switching that yields a wide 
constant-horsepower  
band for constant surface  
feed cuts.

The ST-40 features an 
A2-8 spindle nose and comes 
equipped with a 15" hydraulic 
3-jaw chuck. 

A 12-station bolt-on style 
tool turret is standard, with  

an option for a hybrid  
BOT/VDI turret. Other standard equipment includes 
rigid tapping, a 15" colour LCD monitor, and built-in USB 
connectivity. Available high-productivity options include a  
belt-type chip conveyor, a servo-driven tail-stock, automatic tool 
probe, live tooling with C axis, high-pressure coolant systems 
and much more.

A long-bed version of the new turning center, the ST-40L,  
is also available. It offers a maximum turning length of  
2030 mm – nearly double that of the standard ST-40 – for 
turning and boring long shafts and tubing.



The ST-30Y turning centre
The ST-30Y is the latest Haas high-performance turning 

centre – designed to provide heavy cutting ability, extreme 
rigidity and high thermal stability. It has a maximum cutting 
capacity of 457 x 584 mm with maximum swings of 806 mm 
over the front apron and 527 mm over the cross slide.

The Haas ST-30 Series Y-axis turning centres provide  
101 mm of Y-axis travel (±50,8 mm from the centre line) for 
off-centre milling, drilling, and tapping, and come standard with 
high-torque live tooling and a servo-driven C-Axis for versatile 
4-axis capability.

The standard 23 kW spindle yields 6.2 watts of torque at 
700 rpm, and spins to 3400 rpm. For heavy cutting operations, 
an optional 2-speed gearbox increases torque to 19 watt at  
200 rpm. The A2-6 spindle nose is equipped with a  
10" hydraulic 3-jaw chuck. The machine is equipped with a 
12-station bolt-on style tool turret.

Haas drill and  
tap machine features 
milling capability

The DT-1 is a compact, 
high-speed drill and tap 
machine with full milling 
capabilities. The machine 
features a generous  
508 x 406 x394 mm  
work cube and  
660 x 381 mm T-slot table, 
while maintaining a very 
small footprint. A powerful 
BT-30 taper spindle spins 
to 12,000 rpm, and allows 
tapping at speeds to 5000 rpm. The spindle is coupled directly 
to the motor for smooth, quiet operation and extreme thermal 
stability. A 11.2 kW vector drive system provides 62 Nm (peak) 
of torque for milling and boring operations.

The DT-1 is equipped with a high-speed, 20-pocket,  
servo-driven tool changer that swaps tools in 0.8 seconds.  
High-speed 61 m/min rapids combine with 1G acceleration 
rates to shorten cycle times and reduce non-cutting time.  
The maximum cutting feed rate is 30.5 m/min.

For efficient chip removal, the DT-1 features steeply sloped 
internal sheet metal and twin chip augers that exit at the rear 
of the machine. A 170 L flood coolant system is standard,  
with a programmable coolant nozzle and high-pressure  
through-spindle coolant systems available as options.

For more information contact Haas Factory Outlet on  
TEL: 011 974 2301
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The pressure resting on the automotive industry to cut the 
carbon emissions of its vehicles is continuously increasing 
demand for highly integrated light-weight components.  

In this effort, aluminium die cast components are playing an 
ever-more important role.

Just like the time when the self-supporting car body was 
launched and thus a milestone was reached on the road to 
integration, another revolution is currently taking place. Called 
“light- weight design,” components are being developed which 
fulfill several functions at once and thus address one of the  
core challenges: weight reduction with the aim of enhancing 
energy efficiency.

Local OEM, Volkswagen of South Africa, plans to increasingly 
use light weight components in the future. To achieve this  
objective they have partnered with Zealous Automotive to  
manufacture 130 000 cam carriers for the local EA 111  
four-cylinder 1.4-litre Polo engine, each weighing 2.4 kilograms, 
over the next five years.

“To succeed with a project of this enormity and importance 
you have to invest in the latest technology available. To this 
extent we have invested over R61 million rand in plant and 
equipment and have set a benchmark and challenge to the 
local industry to explore opportunities to supply the automotive 
OEMs. South Africa has the expertise to be a reliable supplier of 
aluminium castings and compete for large international  

contracts,” said Graham Hardisty,Director of Zealous.
“Planning started in 2007 and equipment was only ordered 

in 2010. The first samples came off the line in May 2011 and 
these were only approved in January this year. Start of  
production took place in March and will operate on 24 hours a 
day in three shift systems five days a week,” continued Hardisty.

“The essence of the whole manufacturing process is  

Zealous – “Not only a supplier, 
but a strategic partner!”
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South Africa’s leading die caster enters into the complex component market and 
has shown it’s ability to manufacture top quality castings at the push of a button and 

compete with the best in world. The company recently unveiled its 
multi-million state-of-the-art aluminium die casting and machining cell.

The casting cell is ‘virtually’ controlled by a centrally located ABB robot

The core of the die casting cell is the fully automated Buhler 
Carat 140L compact two-platen hydraulic locking die casting system



automation, traceability and quality control. There are only two 
occasions throughout where manual intervention occurs and 
these are necessary visual inspections for identifying porosity 
and defects that fall outside of the capabilities and parameters 
of machinery,” explained Hardisty.

“In view of all these requirements that must be satisfied  
in such a project it is a bonus that we have created 31 extra  
positions in the company,” said Hardisty.

The casting cell
The core of the die casting cell is the fully automated  

Buhler Carat 140L compact two-platen hydraulic locking die 
casting system. 

“The machine is the first of its kind in South Africa.  
The squeeze pin technology incorporated allows us to cast  
the two centre journals solid, something that has never been 
done before locally and, is essential to the integrity of the  
casting,” said Gary Coull, Zealous’ Production Manager. 

“Metal is supplied to the Buhler from a two ton Striko dosing 
furnace. Depending on the downtime of the machine a number 
of trial pre-shot operations are carried out until both the die and 
metal are at the correct temperature. This is done to eliminate 
any stress and porosity defects before the next operation. 
Throughout we have these checks so as to halt unnecessary 
operations being carried out on scrap castings further down the 
line. We refer to this as process security,” explained Coull.

“The casting cell is ‘virtually’ controlled by a centrally  
located ABB robot which extracts the component from the 
Buhler before pausing in front a set of sensors that check for 
the completeness of the casting. The robot then moves the 
casting to a quench tank followed by a positioning on the cut-off 
saw for removing of the runners and overflow. It then moves the 
casting to a Jendamark flatness jig that checks for flatness and 
that there are no broken cores or distortion.”

“At the same station a Borries marking system is inscribing 
a dot matrix which includes such information as part number, 
date and time as well as a consecutive unique sequential 
number. This ensures traceability throughout the manufacturing 
process and the component’s life.”

“Assuming there is process stability the casting is then 
moved to the Technopress clipping press which clips any excess 
flash and trims the cored holes. From there it is placed on an 
automatic inlet conveyor. All these operations are carried out by 
the same ABB robot.”

“The casting is then removed from the inlet conveyor by 
another robot which first rotates the casting before placing it 
in a Tongtai Topper TMV-850A vertical machining centre which 
machines out the solid cast centre journals.”

“Once this operation is completed the robot removes the 
casting from the Tongtai and transfers it to an outlet conveyor. 
Here the first human visual inspection takes place for visual 

“To succeed with a project of this 
enormity and importance you have to 

invest in the latest technology available. 
To this extent we have invested over 

R61 million rand in plant and equipment 
and have set a benchmark and challenge to 
the local industry to explore opportunities 

to supply the automotive OEMs. 
South Africa has the expertise to be a 

reliable supplier of aluminium castings and 
compete for large international contracts.”
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defects like cold flow, flaking, and porosity in the centre journals 
before the casting is placed on an automatic work in progress 
conveyor system that holds 2 100 castings or approximately 
three days production.”

Before visual inspection takes place one in ten castings 
undergo a complete x-ray inspection using 17 different  
orientations.

Machining and final inspection process
Before entering the machining cell, which is housed in a  

facility where machining and dimensional inspection is  
conducted in a controlled atmosphere with positive pressure for 
a dust free environment and temperature stability so that  

machining is controlled to micron specifications, the casting 
enters a shot blasting unit.

Stainless steel media is used in the shot blasting process  
to achieve a certain roughness to the face of the casting, all to 
VW specification.

The castings are then fed into three identical Tongtai  
Topper HA-500 double pallet horizontal machining centres. 
Each machine performs the same operations such as facing and 
machining of the oil channels before a robot turns the casting 
around in a horizontal orientation for machining of the timing 
chain and clutch ends of the casting. Each pallet accommodates 
two castings and sensors record which side of the pallet the 
casting is placed on and to which machine it is assigned. 

Like the casting cell the robot is centrally situated and 
moves the castings when an operation or cycle is  
completed. Synchronisation with the machining centres is  
all pre-programmed, ensuring optimal process performance.

After this initial machining the castings are transferred to 
a special purpose Tongtai Topper CNC machine, which does a 
rough boring, fine boring and measuring operation through the 
journals before completing a fine bore, while maintaining a  
14 micron tolerance.

Stainless steel media is used in the shot blasting process
to achieve a certain roughness to the face of the casting,

all to VW specification

The machining cell is housed in a facility where machining and 
dimensional inspection is conducted in a controlled atmosphere with 
positive pressure for a dust free environment and temperature stability 
so that machining is controlled to micron specifications. The castings 
are first fed into three identical Tongtai Topper HA-500 double pallet 
horizontal machining centres. Each machine performs the same 
operations such as facing and machining of the oil channels before a 
robot turns the casting around in a horizontal orientation for 
machining of the timing chain and clutch ends of the casting. Each 
pallet accommodates two castings and sensors record which side of 
the pallet the casting is placed on and to which machine it is assigned

After the initial machining the castings are transferred to a special 
purpose Tongtai Topper CNC machine, which does a rough boring, 
fine boring and measuring operation through the journals before 
completing a fine bore, while maintaining a 14 micron tolerance. 
Full statistical process controls are carried out in-line, within  
the SPM, throughout the machining process. If dimensions start  
to go out of tolerance the machine will automatically stop for  
potential tool change. Another robot then transfers the castings  
to a Tongtai Topper TMV-720A I CNC vertical machining centre  
that deburrs all the machined faces to a certain roughness,  
again according to VW specifications 

Once all operations have 
been completed in the 
casting cell the casting is 
then removed from the inlet 
conveyor by another robot 
which first rotates the  
casting before placing it in a 
Tongtai Topper TMV-850A 
vertical machining centre 
which machines out the  
solid cast centre journals.  
All Tongtai Topper CNC  
machines were supplied by  
PBS Machine Tools

The automatic work in progress 
conveyor system that holds 

2 100 castings or approximately 
three days production
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Full statistical process controls 
are carried out in-line, within the 
SPM, throughout the machining 
process. If dimensions start to go 
out of tolerance the machine will 
automatically stop for potential  
tool change.

Another robot then transfers 
the castings to a Tongtai Topper 
TMV-720A I CNC vertical machining 
centre that deburrs all the  
machined faces to a certain  
roughness, again according to  
VW specifications.

From there the castings are  
conveyed to a washing machine.  
Drying takes place under vacuum, 
which allows the water molecules  
to be ‘boiled’ off.

Although each casting has  
had some critical quality checks  
and inspections by the time they 
reach this stage there is still more  
to be carried out. An in-line  
Jendamark auto-inspect system,  
still within the controlled  
atmosphere facility, carries out  
three different checks namely the 
cam bores and various other critical 
dimensions are checked, a high 
pressure oil gallery test and lastly  
a low pressure cavity pressure  
test. 

Castings are moved via a gantry pick and place system. 
Again rejection parameters have been pre-programmed so  
as to allow for rejected components to be conveyed to a holding 
area where management can solve any problems and take  
corrective action.  

If all three tests are passed the casting then goes for a 
second and last visual inspection and is then sent for packing 
via a conveyor. Each container has full traceability so in the 
unlikely event that one is needed to be quarantined it can be 
easily identified. 

“In essence this project has shown that Zealous has  
become a strategic partner with a major OEM. The facility that 
we have installed is world class and able to manufacture  
complex components. There is no reason why we can’t  

extend our participation in similar 
projects in the future,”  
commented CEO Steven Reid.

Zealous Group of Companies
Zealous’ rise to become a  

major player in the South African 
die casting industry has been  
meteoric to say the least. The 
privately owned company was 
established in 1970 and  
concentrated mainly on zinc  
castings, but the company has 
seen a distinct change of  
emphasis in recent years and 
now of the three tons of castings 
produced every day, 70% of these 
are aluminium. Over two tons of 
castings are delivered daily to 
customers.

It was only in 1996 that the 
company re-established itself in 
the aluminium die casting industry 
having disinvested in 1980, due to 
rationalisation and a strategic  
decision to concentrate on the zinc 
die casting side of the business.

Today the Zealous Group of 
Companies is divided into two 
major divisions - Zealous Pressure 
Castings established in 1970 and 
Zealous Automotive established in 
2003. 

Zealous Pressure Castings specialises in non-automotive  
products and utilises a more traditional approach to die casting 
which includes both a zinc and an aluminium section. The zinc 
department currently has 13 machines in operation ranging 
from 20T to 500T and has both hot and cold chambers, and  
the aluminium department currently has 14 machines in 
operation, ranging from 60T to 700T supported by a 1,5T Striko 
smelter.

“Entering the automotive OEM market in 2001 with a  
Toyota contract and substantially increasing our footprint in 
2004 with the VWSA LT3 engine project, the new company 
Zealous Automotive was strategically developed and registered 
in 2003 to fill a niche market in South Africa with a longer term 
view of export outside Africa. There are currently eight die  

An in-line Jendamark auto-inspect system, still within the controlled 
atmosphere facility, carries out three different checks namely the 

cam bores and various other critical dimensions are checked, a high 
pressure oil gallery test and lastly a low pressure cavity pressure test

Castings are moved via a gantry pick and place system. 
Rejection parameters have been pre-programmed so as to allow 
for rejected components to be conveyed to a holding area where 
management can solve any problems and take corrective action

All castings pass through a washing machine.
Drying takes place under vacuum, which allows

the water molecules to be ‘boiled’ off

Zealous Automotive Castings have been contracted to 
manufacture 130 000 cam carriers for the local 

EA 111 four-cylinder 1.4-litre Poloengine, each weighing
2.4 kilograms, over the next five years
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casting cells within this division capable of running a  
3-shift system six days a week, supported by a 2T/4T Striko 
smelter,” commented Reid.

“The LT3 Project was run for eight years and had a total of 
nine components with over 200 000 engines being built for  
export by the customer. During this time we have developed a 
full metallurgical laboratory and a metrology department where 
we have 3D DCC measuring for full in-process inspections and 
full machining capability on 17 CNC’s, which include dedicated 
mills and lathes, making Zealous a leader in supplying fully 
machined and assembled aluminium components,”  
Reid continued.

Zealous currently supplies 50% of locally produced high 
pressure castings direct to OEMs, utilising approximately  

eight tons of metal to produce six tons of castings per day.  
Major customers being supplied are Volkswagen SA, Pi Shurlok,  
Robert Bosh (SA) and Ramsay Engineering.

Zealous Pressure Castings achieved ISO TS 16949 in 
November 2001, is SABS certified and Zealous Automotive was 
re-certified under TUV in September 2006.  

“In short, Zealous offers our customers a long-term  
relationship, utilising world-class technology with industry  
accepted processes and up-to-date equipment. This is  
supported by high caliber skills, available capacity and stable 
supply of quality components at cost competitive prices,”  
continued Reid. 

For further details contact the Zealous Group of Companies 
on TEL: 011 813 1130

The castings are also subject to GE's Inspection Technologies Seifert X-CUBE Radioscopic 
Inspection System for spot tests and inspection. The programmable system comes with 

an integrated image enhancement system-Seifert VISTAPLUS with the image enhancement 
system enabling the user to make the correct inspection decisions

CMM measuring is carried out on a 
Mora Primus 8106
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When the local manufacturer of components used in 
the domestic, industrial and commercial construction 
industry invested over R11 million in capital 

expenditure on a new paint plant and a 315 ton Omera press 
installed by Talmac Machine Tools two years ago, management 
had already realised that the increased efficiencies that they 
would achieve with the Omera would put greater stress on the 
operators feeding the press with the mild steel blanks cut to 
size of 1 740 x 436 mm with a thickness of 0.45 mm.

“The Omera press, imported from Italy, is a double-acting 
cylinder hydraulic press with a monolithic structure and double 
column for deep drawing, redrawing, and coining. It was 
specifically purchased to increase our production and act as 
back up for the other  
three presses that we have  
on the floor,” said Factory 
Manager Johan*.

“We knew that to maintain 
our quality and consistency we 
would have to find a solution to 
the material handling or press 
tending side of the operation. 
Operators get fatigued and to 
alleviate this we knew we would 
have to automate. After searching 
for a number of years we were 
introduced to Motoman’s press 
tending robot. At first we were a 
bit sceptical but after seeing the 
robot operate we did not need 
much convincing,” explained 
Johan.

“Adaptive handling of blanks 
and formed parts is possible 
using techniques developed to 
support the increasing number of 
robots handling parts to and from 
presses. Today’s manufacturing 
reality places an increasing 
amount of importance on 
automation. This fact, combined 
with lower purchasing cost, is 
making robots a more common 
sight in sheet metal fabrication 
shops internationally,”  
continued Johan.

“When it comes to press brake tending, there are still 
challenges to overcome though. It’s more than simply placing a 
robot beside the machine and turning it on. A move away from 
robot teaching has made this technology more accessible, even 
when producing small lot sizes, but there is still a fairly steep 
learning curve when it comes to getting the equipment to talk 
to each other.”

“Yet, shops both large and small and with varying lot sizes 
can now take advantage of the benefits of a robotic bending 
cell, including lights-out manufacturing. We believe that  
we are one of the first companies in South Africa to do so  
and this is because of our company philosophy of wanting  
to be the leaders.”

“The benefits are visible in the 
numbers. Since installing the Motoman 
robot we have seen a 40 to 50 percent 
drop in scrap rate,” said Johan proudly.

“At the moment the robot is 
permanently assigned to the Omera 
press, performing the de-stacking 
and feeding operation. It is our 
intention to install similar robots on 
the other presses and then to look at 
automating the off-loading of the formed 
components.” 

“Technology is advancing rapidly 
to become more flexible and with the 
new programming software and vision 
systems available this drastically reduces 
the requirement to determine the best 
way to handle the blanks or formed 
components. However, to expand a 
cell’s range of applications, automatic 
tool changers, gripper changers, pallet 
changers, and conveyors can all be 
added to create the highest level of 
flexibility possible.”

Johan* is not the real name of the 
factory manager. Due to the sensitive 
nature of the installation the company 
involved is not prepared to reveal its 
name for fear of losing a competitive 
advantage.

For further details contact 
Yaskawa Southern Africa on  
TEL: 011 608 3182

New Motoman robot picks up 
material handling pace and consistency 
for local manufacturer of components 

for the construction industry
Robots have been used in the press room internationally for nearly 20 years 
and have gained popularity because of their flexibility and ability to handle 
various parts in different press layouts. Over the years robots have evolved 

from spot welders into fast and agile machines for material handling.

A Motoman robot picks up material handling pace
and consistency for a local manufacturer of components 

for the construction industry
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South Africa’s 50 further education and training  
(FET) colleges received their share of the R2.5 billion 
earmarked for the expansion of the FET sector to 

support skills development in key growth sectors of the 
economy.

The investment, which was provided by the National Skills 
Fund, forms part of an initiative that the Department of Higher 
Education and Training (DHET) launched, aimed at building 
a strong vocational and continuing education and training 
system in the country.

Known as the FET Colleges Expansion and Capacity 
Development Programme, the initiative sought to make FET 
colleges central to skills development in the country.

Higher Education and Training Minister Blade Nzimande 
said that a further R1.5 billion would be made available for 
infrastructure improvement of the colleges.

“We are still far from the goal of one-million FET 
enrolments by 2014. We challenge the sector education 
training authorities (Setas) to increase financial investment 
and to support these colleges. Employers must also open their 
doors to these students for practical training,” he said.

The department had already forged agreements with  

Setas to contribute a further R1 billion towards the FET 
infrastructure initiative.

The DHET is also planning on establishing a call centre at 
Ekurhuleni East FET College, in Gauteng, where all graduate 
information from all FET colleges would be made available to 
industry, employers and Setas, which is aimed at improving 
prospects for student placements and employability.

Meanwhile, Nzimande said that the department was aware 
that more money was not necessarily the solution if it was not 
accompanied by other interventions to turn the system around. 
“That is why funding has been preceded by strengthening 
governance and financial management practices through the 
appointment of chief financial officers at each FET college.”

“We are also setting up strong monitoring, evaluation and 
support mechanisms through the department to ensure that 
the funds are used for the intended purposes . . . One of our 
greatest enemies is corruption and tenderpreneurship,” he 
noted.

Nzimande concluded that this initiative was a clarion 
call to turn the country’s colleges around. “It is an historical 
opportunity that should be grabbed with both hands,”  
he said.

R2.5 billion boost for 
FET colleges
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Gauteng based Star Tooling have 
announced that they have been 
appointed as the new official agent 

for the complete line of Sumitomo tooling 
in South Africa.

“The Sumitomo Electric Hardmetal 
Corporation of Japan have had a 
presence in South Africa for some time 
now but due to strategic changes by 
the previous distributor the agency 
became available. We were looking for a 
range of tooling that would compliment 
Hitachi Tool, which concentrates 
mainly on manufacturing tooling for 
the die and mould 
industry. Sumitomo, 
through their 
German subsidiary, 
approached us a few 
months ago and we 
were appointed the 
sole distributors in 
July,” said  
Chris Schmidt of  
Star Tooling.

Sumitomo tooling has been 
manufactured since 1931. Sumitomo 
Electric Hardmetal Corporation, located  
in Itami, Japan acquired the assets  
of the previous cutting tool organisation 
in April 2003. 

The product range includes indexable 
insert and solid tools manufactured 
from unique brands of tungsten carbide, 
cermet, silicon nitride, CBN (Sumiboron) 
and PCD (Sumidia).

Grades and geometries are suitable 
for heavy roughing, medium cutting, and 
mirror finishing in both hard and soft 
workpiece materials. Products include 
Hardmetal, CBN, and PCD cutting tools 
for turning, milling, drilling, and boring 
applications plus a range of blanks for 
toolmakers.

“We will be receiving product and 
support from Germany although all 
products are manufactured in Japan. 
The company does not have any 
manufacturing facilities in China and 

does not associate itself with any ‘grey’ 
products that are emanating from there,” 
continued Chris.

“In the short period that we have 
had the agency we have already made 
some significant inroads. We look forward 
to penetrating more of the market with 
the quality products at our disposal,” 
continued Chris.

Star Tooling have been operating as 
a specialist tooling supplier since 1981. 
Besides Hitachi Tool and Sumitomo other 
agencies that the company represents 
include Rego-Fix toolholding systems  

such as the  
ER Collet system, 
Vischer & Bolli’s 
Dock-Lock universal 
zero-point clamping 
systems, the 
Heule chamfering, 
deburring and 
spotfacing range  
of tools and  
HAM precision 

tools in solid carbide, cermets, ceramics 
and diamond for drilling, countersinking, 
milling, sawing and reaming, the  
Zeus knurling tool agency from  
Hommel + Keller, Narex MTE s.r.o.,  
a producer and supplier of accessories 
for machine tools aimed at a branch of 
boring, milling and rolling external threads 
and cutting internal threads as well as 
Italian manufacturer Mickros Plus which 
manufacturers a variety of specially 
designed workholders,

Swiss Tool Systems AG an 
internationally active company 
specialising in the development, 
manufacture and marketing of 
tool systems and HKF Cutting Tool 
Manufacturing Ltd, a company that 
specialises in the manufacture of  
various milling cutters.

Star Tooling has a branch in Durban, 
KwaZulu Natal.

For further details contact Star Tooling 
on TEL: 011 818 2259 

Sumitomo appoints 
specialist cutting tool 
supplier Star Tooling 
as new official agent 
for complete line of 
carbide, CBN and 
diamond tooling
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With the recent announcement that 
UK based 600 Group PLC had 
completed its disinvestment of its 

South African operations, it has emerged 
that F & H Machine Tools has acquired the 
machine tool division of 600 SA. The deal, 
which was concluded in July, will see the 
staff and operations of 600 SA Machine 
Tools relocate to the F & H Machine Tools 
head office and showroom facility located 
in Jet Park Ext. 1, Gauteng.

“In consultation with the shareholders 
of our private equity company owners,  
F & H have been looking to expand and 
grow the business for a number of months. 
Besides the organic growth that we have 
experienced recently we wanted to increase 
our product offerings. When the  
opportunity arose to acquire the 600 SA machine tool division 
we saw a chance to capitalise on the strong brands that  
600 SA represents while maintaining a good, solid relationship 
with our current international suppliers,” said Vaughn  
Hanwith-Horden, Managing Director at F & H Machine Tools.

“The 600 Group was founded in London, UK in 1834 and 
became known for its reputation as being one of the  
largest centre lathe manufacturers with renowned brand 
names such as Colchester and Harrison. In addition the local 
arm represents Takumi, a Taiwanese manufacturer of  
machining centres, Hardinge, a US manufacturer of  
turning, grinding, workholding and rotary machines and  
accessories, Bridgeport, which is part of the 
Hardinge Group and manufactures milling 
machines, Jesco, a Taiwanese manufacturer of 
lathes, teach-in lathes and slant-type CNC lathes 
and Clausing, which is also part of the 600 Group 
and manufactures centre and CNC lathes, saws, 
drills, milling and grinding machines,” continued 
Hanwith-Horden.

“F & H was formed in 1996 when two 
well known suppliers to the metalworking 
industry, Forest Engineering and Holmach 
Machine Tools, formed a partnership. The 
company was subsequently sold to the 
SACCAWU Provident Fund before being  
purchased by a group of private equity 
investors that have links with Capricorn 
Capital Partners, Westbrooke, a private 
equity company that has investments in 
retail, mining services, construction  
materials, engineering consumables and 
capital equipment, and our 25 % BEE  
partners African Revival Group.  
Toolquip & Allied is also owned by the 
same private equity investors,” continued 
Hanwith-Horden.

“We have no links to Eqstra Holdings,  
a company that has purchased the remainder of the  
600 SA divisions.”

“In future we will fall under the newly formed Forge Group. 
Forge is a group of companies who are leading providers of 
product driven solutions to the industrial, commercial and 
domestic markets. Key to the success of the Group is its ability 
to import and distribute both own-name and third party agency 
products, under licence, which are supplied to high growth  
sectors throughout Africa. This is achieved through the  

importation of consumables, spare 
parts and equipment through 

the Group’s value adding  
distribution network. The 
Group services and  
distributes to the  
industrial, mining,  
engineering,  
commercial,  

agricultural, DIY and 
automotive industries 

through its extensive national 
network of merchant,  
contractor and end user  

relationships,” explained Hanwith-Horden.

Prima Industrie Group agreement
“F & H already represents a number of reputable  

international brands on the shaping side including Okuma, 
Gleason, Adira, Eumach, Quaserand Takisawa. These brands 
will compliment the brands that we now represent through  
the acquisition of 600 SA.”

“However we are strengthening our position in the forming 
area, namely laser and sheet metal working. We are pleased 
to announce that we have signed an agreement with the Prima 
Industrie Group, a company that has been listed on the Italian 
Stock Exchange since 1999. The Group develops, manufactures 
and markets laser systems for industrial applications,  

F & H Machine Tools acquires
600 SA machine tool division

Signs agreement with Prima Industrie Group.

F & H Machine Tools’ MD 
Vaughn Hanwith-Horden

A Prima Power press brake

A Prima Power fibre laser
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sheet metal processing machinery, as well as  
industrial electronics and laser technologies.  
The Group has manufacturing sites in Italy (Prima 
Industrie S.p.A, Prima Electro S.p.A, Finn-Power Italia Srl), 
Finland (Finn-Power Oy), USA (Prima Electro North America Llc, 
Prima Power LaserdyneLlc.) and China (Shanghai Unity  
Prima Ltd.) as well as a direct commercial and after-sales  
presence in 70 countries around the world.”

“F & H has been active in this field for a number of years 
and have an enviable reputation. Our co-operation with  
Finn-Power technology, a company that was acquired by Prima 
Industrie in 2008, dates back to 1993. The machinery division 
of the Prima Industrie Group is now made visible by the Prima 
Power brand. Prima Power supply 2D and 3D laser machines 
for cutting drilling and welding punch presses, integrated 
punching –laser cutting and punching – right angle shearing 
cells, press brakes as well as automatic bending machines and 
cells. Flexible automation on all levels up to fully-fledged  
factory wide FMS’s is a major Prima Power strength.”

“The product range is one of the most comprehensive 
in the field. ThePUNCH, TheLASER, TheCOMBI, TheBEND, 
TheSYSTEM, TheSOFTWARE are the names of the products. 
Over 10 000 machines have been installed worldwide.”

“Prima Industrie’s history in laser technology started with 
the introduction of the first 3D laser cutting machine in 1979.
The Finn-Power Shear Genius®, integrating punching and 
shearing, was introduced in 1987, and the Group  
continues to be innovators in this field with the introduction 
of the PLATINO® Fiber 2D laser cutting machine.”

“When it comes to press brakes Prima Power’s  
experience goes back to 1987, when Finn-Power  
purchased a Finnish press brake and shear  
manufacturer. The long tradition has now been  
combined with the know-how of servo-electric drive  
systems with the introduction of the new eP-Series.”

EuroBlech 2012
“These machines and a host of others will be on  

display at this year’s EuroBlech. International visitors  
will also be able take note of Prima Power’s  
consideration and respect of ecological aspects when 
the concept called “Green Means®” will be fully  
introduced. The concept offers both sustainability and 
manufacturing efficiency and productivity. It means 
greater versatility, lower power consumption, less  
maintenance and no oil to purchase or to get rid of.”

Prima Power machinery used to manufacture 
London 2012 Olympic torch

Prima Power is proud to announce that the torch 
used at the recent London 2012 Olympics was  
manufactured using its laser technology. The 
Premier Group (TPG), a Coventry, UK based supplier 
of turnkey engineering and manufacturing  

solutions for the transport 
field, used Prima Power 
machines to cut the holes and 

to weld the parts of this 
beautiful 
icon of the 
Olympic 
Games.

One 
of the 
most 
important 
elements 

of the torch, 
designed 

by Edward 
Barber and 
Jay Osgerby 
are the 8 000 

holes running the length of the body. These holes are both 
symbolic and practical. They represent the 8,000 torch bearers 
who carried the Olympic Flame on its journey around the UK 
from 19 May to 27 July 2012, when the Games opened at the 
Olympic Stadium. The holes also have a practical reason, since 
they offer visibility of the internal parts of the torch and of the 
burner system, which kept the Olympic Flame alive, as well as 
to reduce weight and ensure heat is quickly dissipated without 
being conducted down the handle.

“Because of its symbolic meaning,” explains Ezio Basso, 
Prima Industrie Managing Director, Prima Power Division “the 
number of holes on the torch is a must. To cut 8 000 holes 
fast and with high quality our Syncrono 2D laser machine is 
probably unbeatable. The parallel kinematic structure of the 
machine head and its numerical control allow it to reach a very 
high speed even with the complex trajectories of the pattern of 
holes on the torch.”

Another symbolic element of the torch is its triangular 
shape, representing the number three with its different  
meanings linked to the games: the three Olympic values of 

respect, excellence and friendship; the three words that 
make the Olympic motto, faster, higher, stronger and the 
three times the Olympic Games have been held in the UK.

The torch’s unique shape is formed from aluminium 
sheet metal blanks cut by Premier using a special pressing 
tool. Premier used Prima Power 3D laser technology to weld 
the parts of the torch together in a smooth, seamless join, 
and to cut holes in the welded areas. Both welding and  
cutting operations on the torch, after it is formed, are  
performed on a Prima Power Optimo 3D laser machine with 
Vivida technology. This machine can be easily converted from 
cutting to welding through a quick change of the head attachment, 
so a single machine is used for different applications.

Final word
“The acquisition of 600SA will significantly contribute to our 

F & H’s product offering, and will further enhance our ability to 
offer our customers optimal life-time value with best in class 
brands. The acquisition will also allow us to penetrate new  
markets, as will our representation of the Prima Industrie 
Group. These two significant developments in the company  
history will give us the expected impetus to attain our objectives 
of growing the company, and being one of South Africa’s  
leading suppliers of metalworking machinery as well as  
reasonably priced spares, backed up by a first class service 

department,” said Hanwith-Horden in closing.
For more information contact F & H Machine 

Tools on TEL: 011 397 4050

Forest Engineering will now represent renowned 
brand names such as Colchester and Harrison

Included in the portfolio is Hardinge, a US
manufacturer of turning, grinding, workholding
and rotary machines and accessories

 The London 2012 
 Olympic torch
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South Africa’s State-owned Denel industrial group 
announced its biggest ever export contract, a €340-million 
(R3.5 billion) deal with the Malaysian Army. The contract 

covers the supply of crewed and remotely operated turrets  
and anti-tank guided missiles (ATGMs) to be fitted to  
Turkish-designed 8 x 8 armoured vehicles being acquired by  
the South East Asian 
country.

Denel will supply  
69 two-man turrets 
mounting the  
GI30 30 mm cannon,  
54 missile turrets 
mounting both the  
GI30 gun and the  
Ingwe ATGM,  
54 remotely operated 
weapons systems  
and 216 laser-guided 
Ingwe ATGMs.  
The turrets and  
GI30 cannons are 
products of Denel Land 
Systems and the Ingwe  
is made by Denel 
Dynamics.

“I am excited by this 
contract as it confirms 
Denel’s position as 
a global player in the 
defence manufacturing 
industry and will lead to a 
growing interest from the 
international community 
in the quality and range 
of products and services 
produced by us,”  
said Denel group CEO 
Riaz Salojee.

The South African 
turrets will be fitted to 
a Malaysian variant of 
the FNSS Pars armoured 
vehicle, which is being 
locally manufactured by 
a Malaysian company. 
The Malaysian Army is 
expected to acquire  
257 of these vehicles.

Denel is currently 
manufacturing the first 
shipment of turrets, 
which will be delivered 
in January next year for 
trials by the Malaysians.  
The contract will run for 
seven years.

Denel will provide 
offsets to Malaysia,  
which will include the 
assembly of the turrets in 
the Asian country  

and the transfer of weapons system integration technology. 
Malaysia already operates Denel’s G5 155 mm  
gun/howitzer.

The turrets covered by this deal were originally developed 
by Denel as part of the South African Army’s Badger infantry 
combat vehicle programme.

Denel lands record R3.5 billion export deal



Somta Tools, one of the largest cutting tool manufacturers 
in the Southern Hemisphere, specialising in the design 
and manufacture of drills, reamers, milling cutters,  

toolbits, threading and custom tools, has spent over  
R10 million on new equipment this year that will see the  
company quadruple its carbide tooling manufacturing  
capacity.

“Last year, in association with our international design 
partners, we introduced two new innovative groupings of high 
performance carbide roughing and hard steel (up to 60HRC) 
finishing end mills to complement Somta’s standard range of 
X.TREME coated solid carbide drills and standard end mills,” 
said Allan Conolly, MD of Somta Tools. “The performance of 
these tools has been astounding – outperforming the best 
international brand but made right here in South Africa. So  
successful have the tools been that Somta has recently won 
some large contracts to supply this tooling to Germany!”

“We also offer a wide range of specialized, made-to-order 
tooling, to service our customers’ specific requirements.”

“It is our intention to expand our market share locally and 
internationally through improved manufacturing processes and 
the further introduction of new products,” said Conolly. “If you 
are going to compete with the best in the world, you have to 
invest in the latest technology and equipment available.”

“These new tools are well complemented by the  
introduction of the latest coating technology for carbide tooling 
in association with our Swiss partners Balzers. Having our  
coating and carbide plant all under one roof gives us the  
ability to offer a growing regrind and recoat service on our 
tools, extending tool life and offering quick turn around times,” 
continued Conolly.

New production equipment
“We expanded our capabilities last year when we took  

delivery of a new ANCA TX7+ CNC grinding machine.  

The ANCA TX7+ 
allows for faster 
production of  
carbide end  
mills above 13mm  
diameter, due in 
part to the higher 
power 38kW motor, 
and enables Somta 
to offer quick  
turnaround on 
standard or special 
geometry solid  
carbide cutting 
tools.”

“However,  
with the increased 
demand for our 
product we have 
now acquired 
an ANCA MX7 
equipped with a 
20kW motor and 
a robotic arm, to 
further increase 
our production capacity and improve delivery times. The robotic 
arm has a very impressive loading time of 10 seconds.”

“This installation took place in April this year. At the same 
time we took delivery of a Walter Helitronic Power with a 30kW 
motor. The machine is a universal tool grinding machine with  
5 CNC controlled axes for production and regrinding of end 
mills, drills, step drills and step tools.” 

Improved quality and inspection
“To improve our quality and inspection on both new tool 

manufacture and in the regrind department, which we have 
been promoting vigourously, we also purchased a Walter 
Helicheck Basic 3. The Helicheck Basic is a 4-axis CNC  
measuring machine for non-contact complete measurement  
of rotationally symmetrical precision tools with complex  
geometry. With three measuring views, the Helicheck Basic 
replaces measuring equipment such as profile projectors and 
measuring microscopes and enables the company to provide 
certification for all tools manufactured or reground, where 
required. All regrinds are also coated with our Oerlikon Balzers 
X.TREME PVD surface coatings.”

Further plans to increase capacity
“Whilst this major investment has enabled us to  

quadruple our production capacity, we do not intend to  
stop there. Currently we are expanding our carbide  
production facility from 130 m² to 418 m².  This will enable us 
to create a dedicated test and training facility to test,  
run and improve our current and new tool designs, as well  
as for training purposes. One of the machines we are  
looking to purchase is a Haas VF-3YT CNC vertical machining 
centre.”

Somta Tools quadruples capacity 
at its Pietermaritzburg manufacturing plant

Expansion and enhancement of solid carbide tooling range part of strategy.
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Somta Tools have purchased a Walter
Helicheck Basic 3, a 4-axis CNC measuring 

machine for non-contact complete
measurement of rotationally symmetrical 

precision tools with complex geometry

With the increased demand for product Somta Tools have 
now acquired an ANCA MX7 equipped with a 20kW motor 
and a robotic arm, to further increase production capacity

and improve delivery times



World class culture
“Through the acquisition of the latest technology, the  

introduction of innovative designs, and the relentless quest to 
develop great people within our organization, we are striving to 
build a world class culture and compete with the best on the 
planet.”  

“This investment is part of that goal; another click in the 
flywheel that is starting to gain some momentum.”

Somta Tools was founded in 1954 by Samual Osborn Ltd 
of Sheffield, 
England, through 
its subsidiaries 
Osborn Steels 
and Osborn 
Mushet Tools. 
The name Somta 
was chosen as 
the acronym for 
these companies 

operating in 
Africa. Somta 
expanded its 
activities in 
the 1980’s 
through the 
acquisition of 
two cutting 
tool  
companies. 

Somta 
continues to 
operate from 
its original 
site on 
Moses 
Mabhida Road  
(formerly 
Edendale 
Road) in 
Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu Natal. From humble beginnings in 1954 
with 20 employees, Somta has grown into one of the largest 
cutting tool manufacturers in the southern hemisphere, operating 
from offices and modern manufacturing facilities laid out over 
three hectares with a complement of over 500 employees.

The factory manufactures 25 000 standard items and a 
further 6 000 made-to-order items to serve local markets and 
export markets in over 70 countries worldwide.

For further details contact Somta Tools Carbide Division on 
TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit www.somta.co.za    
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All new tools
and regrinds are 
well complemented 
by the 
introduction of 
the latest 
coating technology 
for carbide tooling 
in association with 
Somta Tools’ Swiss 
partners Balzers

A general view of some of the machines
involved in manufacturing the company’s tooling



Motor industry exports 
beaten by import rise

Total automotive industry exports, which include vehicle and component exports, 
increased by 18.3 percent to R82.2 billion last year from R69.5 billion in 2010.

This comprised 11.6 percent growth in the value of  
vehicle exports to R43.3 billion last year, while the value 
of automotive component exports increased 26 percent to 

R38.8 billion, according to the latest annual Automotive Export 
Manual released.

The prospects for this year include record vehicle export 
volumes exceeding 300 000 units for the first time and for the 
industry to test the R100 billion total automotive export level, 
the manual forecasts.

Although the manual produced by the Automotive Industry 
Export Council is extremely optimistic about the industry’s  
export prospects this year, the National Association of  
Automobile Manufacturers of SA (Naamsa) revised downwards 
its forecast for vehicle exports to about 270 000 vehicles from 
its original forecast of 300 000 units.

Nico Vermeulen, the executive director of Naamsa,  
said the revision was prompted by exports to Europe  
remaining under pressure because of the recession and  
debt crisis.

Vermeulen added that the overall export performance  
of the industry this year would remain a function of the  
direction of the global economy, but that industry export  
sales were expected to improve modestly over the balance  
of the year as the Ford global compact vehicle export  
programme and the BMW new 3-Series export volumes  
were ramped up.

The manual highlights the export risks facing the  
industry.

It says that as an export orientated industry dependent  
on foreign sales to obtain viable volumes, global economic  
developments have been and will remain an important  
consideration affecting the domestic automotive industry’s 
performance going forward.

“The macro global environment at present is one of  
slower growth and higher risks. It is anticipated that the  
South African and international macroeconomic environment 
will remain challenging during this year and that the domestic 
automotive industry will continue to have to deal with  
volatility and unpredictability for the foreseeable future.  
The South African government, however, remains committed  
to fast-track the growth and development of the domestic  
automotive industry, which it regards as strategically  
significant,” it says.

Despite the strong export performance of the industry  
last year, its negative trade balance widened to a record  
R38.6 billion from R30.7 billion in 2010.

The manual says exports have increased very rapidly but 
imports have also risen fast.

It said that since the introduction of the Motor Industry 
Development Programme (MIDP) until 2007, automotive  
component exports remained the key driver behind the  
industry’s trade balance, but in 2008 because of record  
vehicle exports of 284 211 units, the value of vehicle  
exports exceeded the value of automotive component  
exports for the first time and this trend continued into  
last year.

Despite the significant increase in exports of completely 
built up vehicles and automotive components in recent years, 
the South African automotive industry has remained a net user 
of foreign exchange.

The manual attributes this to the importation of products 
not manufactured in the relatively small domestic market,  
adding that capital intensive components such as engines, 
gearboxes and interior electronic components are mainly  
imported and the remainder sourced in the domestic  
market.

“The industry’s reliance on global designs, technologically 
sophisticated plant and machinery and high value  
automotive components contributes to the large outflow of 
foreign exchange.”

“In addition, the importation of replacement parts  
has increased substantially in recent years to support the 
increased vehicle imports,” the manual states.
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Volkswagen South Africa’s 
Engine plant in Uitenhage is 
again operating at full capacity 

after receiving an additional export 
order from China. The additional 
order of over 12 000 engines  
means that the Engine plant will 
now run at full capacity, with three 
working shifts for the remainder of 
the year.

The plant is scheduled to 
produce 107 200 engines in  
2012 of which 50 200 engines  
are for the locally built Polo and  
Polo Vivo models, whilst 57 000 
engines will be produced for three 
export markets, namely India,  
Mexico and China which is 
Volkswagen South Africa’s biggest 
export market for engines.

“Exports are a key element of  
our business model and whilst 

our Polo exports tend to grab the 
headlines, engines and components 
form an integral part of our export 
strategy,” said David Powels, 
Managing Director of Volkswagen 
Group South Africa.

“This additional order confirms 
our ability to supply our Group 
customers. With the uncertainty  
in world markets at the moment,  
it is a welcome additional order  
for our plant,” concluded  
Powels.

The Engine plant, which opened 
in 1980, has to date produced  
over 1 662 000 engines. These 
include engines for icons such as  
the Citi Golf and T3 Bus apart  
from the other various cars  
produced at the Uitenhage 
manufacturing plant in the last  
three decades.

Volkswagen’s Engine plant 
receives additional export order
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Both exhibitions take place at the 
Expo Centre, NASREC, Johannesburg,

from 10 – 14 September 2012.

International mining show 
and Machine Tools Africa 

On the international calendar, 
Electra Mining Africa is ranked as 
the second largest mining show in 

the world and the biggest trade exhibition 
in southern Africa, and is a recognised 
gateway into Africa for local and global 
investors looking for new business  
opportunities in the mining, construction, 
industrial and power generation  
industries.  

 Interest 
in the show 
this year  
has again 
escalated 
and  
exhibiting 
space  
for Electra 
Mining Africa has been sold out,  
confirming the confidence in the market 
and the prominent status of the show 
locally and internationally.

Furthermore, this year in Hall 9  
at the Johannesburg Expo Centre,  
the Machine Tools Africa exhibition  
will be on show. This exhibition is also 
fully booked and is once again endorsed 
by the Machine Tool Merchants  
Association of South Africa. The last  
officially sanctioned show was held in 
2008.

 The broad scope of these shows 
brings these coinciding industry sectors 
together at one location for visitor and 
exhibitor convenience. It’s a platform to 
showcase the latest developments,  
technologies, trends, products and  
services in all sectors of these  
industries according to the  
organisers of the shows,Specialised 
Exhibitions.

Events taking place at Electra Mining 
Africa 2012 include an Exhibitor Soapbox 
hosted by the South African Institute of 
Mechanical Engineers (SAIMechE),  
a Surface Mining Conference hosted  
by the Southern African Institute of  
Mining and Metallurgy (SAIMM) and the 
International Infrastructure & Investment 
Convention (IIIC), organised by  
Hannover Fairs International together 
with the Southern African-German  

Chamber of Commerce and Industry.  
The event, which will run between  
12-13 September, will cover the topics  
of energy efficiency, smart grids,  
renewable energy, water and wastewater, 
mobility and transportation infrastructure, 
highlighting the importance of  
infrastructure investment in these industry 
sectors. Go to www.electramining.co.za 

for  
more  
information.

Some  
of the  
exhibitors 
you can  
expect  
to see  
in Hall 6  

include ATI Systems, Fuchs Lubricants,  
Hi-Tech Machine Tools and Traceability 
Solutions, with Knuth SA outside.

In Hall 9 where Machine Tools  
Africa takes place you can see  
Amada, Automotive & General,  
Aztech Design & Man Tech,  
CML Machine Tools, Craft Machine Tools, 
Cutts Machine Tools, DS Bearings,  
Duncan Macdonald, Durma SA,  
Edwin Roth, Engen, Escape Gauges,  
F & H Machine Tools, First Cut,  
Flexilube, French Engineering Works,  
G B Machine Tool Services,  
GSK CNC, Haas Factory Outlet,  
Harp Machine Tools, Hurco  
South Africa, Iscar, M-Tool,  
Machine Tool Promotions,  
Mafema Sales Services,  
Magnum, Marking Engineering,  
Micron Technologies,  
P B S Machine Tools,  
Pilot Tools, R G C Engineering,  
Redman Engineering Supplies,  
Reichmans Capital, Retecon Machine 
Tools, Samsung Machine Tools,  
Stillam, Taegutec South Africa,  
Talmac, Toolquip & Allied,  
Tox Pressotechnik, Victor Fortune,  
WD Hearn Machine Tools and  
Walker Machine Tools.

For more information  
contact Specialised Exhibitions on  
TEL: 011 835 1565





Acres of editorial and multi-media space has been  
given to the multibillion-rand infrastructure rollout of 
Transnet Freight Rail (TFR) and the Passenger Rail Agency 

of South Africa (Prasa) plans over the next seven years. To 
implement these plans the necessary proposals,  
designs, tenders, equipment purchases,  
engineering, manufacturing, fabrication,  
welding, you name it,  have all had to be  
strategically worked out and executed.

Transnet Rail Engineering (TRE), an  
operating division of Transnet SOC Ltd  
(“Transnet”) is the major player in the  
South African locomotive, wagon and coach 
maintenance, refurbishment, repair, conversion, 
upgrade and new build markets.

The TRE internal structure comprises of the  
following nine product-focused businesses: locomotives, 
coaches, wagons, rotating machines, rolling stock equipment, 
wheels, auxiliary, foundry and the newly established  
National Port Business. These businesses operate from  
six plants situated at Salt River, Uitenhage, Bloemfontein,  
Durban, Germiston and Koedoespoort as well as  
132 maintenance sites countrywide. 

TRE is set to play an important part in the upcoming rail 
investment projects in South Africa. The upskilling of  
employees and investment in modern equipment at the  
TRE facilities is imperative so that the SOE can return to its 
glory days and deliver world-class products.

One such company that has been contracted to supply 
equipment for the fabrication of coal and iron ore wagons is 
Yaskawa Southern Africa, a world-leading manufacturer of  
Motoman industrial robots and machine controllers.

“With the recent announcement by the Transnet  
CEO Brian Molefe that TFR expects to haul up to  
75 million tons of export coal during its 2012/13 financial  
year, notwithstanding softer market conditions for the  
energy mineral,TRE will have to commission substantially  
more wagons to transport the coal in a relatively short time. 
This announcement comes in the backdrop that TFR moved 
8.8% more export coal in the year to March 31, 2012,  
resulting in volumes rising to 67.7 million tons from  
62.2 million tons in the prior year” said Terry Rosenberg,  
Managing Director of Yaskawa Southern Africa.

“The figures being quoted are that TFR will need an extra 
800 coal wagons in the short-term,” continued Rosenberg.

“We are fortunate that we have been supplying  
welding robots to TRE for 30 years and, five years ago the 
manufacture of the wagons was automated and made  
considerably more efficient and less arduous at TRE’s  
wagon build factory in Bloemfontein, when we installed a 
computer-controlled, HD gantry-type robotic welding cell. 
The cell, measuring 37,5 metres long by eight metres high, 
consisting of two Motoman robots. This cell was installed to 
automate the welding process of the chassis for the wagons,” 
said Rosenberg.

Upgrade of existing  
HD gantry cell

“With the increased 
demand for wagons 

an upgrade of this 
cell first had to be 
completed.  

This was done in 
July with the addition 

of two more Motoman robots 
and 4 Vision Tracking Packages.  

Each system has 19 synchronised  
servo axes and is capable of manipulating a 

7-ton steel chassis for a rail wagon through 360°, 
while four suspended Motoman-SSF2000 six-axis robots  

complete the welding cycle. The robots can work independently 
and simultaneously and are carried on xyz axis slides that  
provide three additional degrees of freedom.”

Chassis assemblies are first tack-welded and then loaded 
onto one of two workstations in the gantry system, allowing 
automated arc welding to start immediately while the previous 
fabrication is unloaded. Motoman-SKS refrigerated torches are 
used, fed by GMAW welding 420 Amp Digital Pulsed Welding 
Power sources supplied by SKS, Germany. The cell also includes 
four laser based seam finding and tracking systems mounted 
inline supplied by Servo Robot.

“This upgrade now makes it one of the largest gantry-type 
welding cells, for the manufacture of wagon chassis, in the 
Western world,” said Rosenberg.

Two new side panel welding cells 
The upgrade of the chassis automated welding cell left a 

glaring gap in the manufacture of the wagons further down 
the line. It therefore came as no surprise that to reach peak 
performance and production, welding of the side panels for the 
wagons had to be automated.

“We were commissioned to design and supply two robotic 
welding cells that each consist of four Motoman MH50-20 
robots, two twin servo rotating positioners, laser based seam 
finding and tracking systems mounted inline,” explained  
Rosenberg. 

“These systems have four  
robots centrally situated 
in the cell which 
gives them the 
flexibility  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Iron mongering with a difference
Yaskawa Southern Africa awarded Transnet tender to upgrade 

existing Motoman HD gantry welding cell and design and supply new 
additional Motoman robotic welding systems for the manufacture of 

coal and ore wagons at TRE facility in Bloemfontein.
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to fabricate both left and right side panels in the same cell.  
The Motoman MH50-20 is a long-reach robot arm featuring a 
wide work envelope and a small interference zone. The robots 
are in this instance performing longitudinal seam welds.  
The 6 mm 3CR12 side panels consist of ten 1.2 x 2.1 metre 
plates that are delivered to the respective cell by overhead 
cranes. Again the rotating positioners allow for 360°  
manipulation. Installation and commissioning of these two cells 
is planned to take place in September.”

New final weld cell
“This system is a completely new  

concept designed by the South African 
company and will be installed in 
October/November. Four  
Motoman MH50-20  
robots will perform 
MIG/MAG welding  
operations 
bringing 
together the 
side panels 
with the  
chassis, as 
well as the front 
and back panels.”

“Prior to robot  
welding, all the panels and 
chassis are placed in a specially  
designed framing jig and then manually tack welded before 
being delivered by two overhead cranes to the final robot weld 
cell.”

“Each of the four robots is located on an elevating platform 
on a vertical servo column, which runs on two 14 metre servo 
tracks. The robots have a reach of three metres, allowing for 
greater accessibility. They perform various movements when 
carrying out seam and MIG/MAG welding on every joint, both on 
the inside and the outside of the panels, again with  
Servo Robot Vision Laser Tracking.”

“The 20 metre long cell accommodates one wagon at a 
time. The 20 ton twin servo rotating positioners, give 180° 
accessibility for the four Motoman welding robots. Once this 
welding operation is completed the wagon is then moved by two 
overhead cranes to an area where the bogies, wheels, air brake 
systems, pipes and peripherals to be fitted to the wagon takes 
place.”

Small parts manufacturing cells
Yaskawa Southern Africa has also completed the  

installation of three small parts manufacturing cells in  
Bloemfontein earlier this year. Each cell consists of a  

Motoman HP20  
welding robot with two 
MT-1 series station 
turn-tilt positioners that  
can handle a payload up 
to a maximum weight of 
750 kilograms.

“When you  
manufacture a wagon 
there are a number of 
repetitive smaller  
components, panels 

and sub-assemblies that have to be manufactured and welded 
and then fitted. Welding of these smaller components, panels 
and sub-assemblies is time consuming and for this reason TRE 
have decided to invest in these three cells.”

“Projected commissioning of the whole project in  
Bloemfontein is for the end of November this year and this 
should increase TRE’s production by 25%. It is expected that 
eight wagons will then be manufactured daily,” continued 
Rosenberg.

Opportunities
In April Transnet CEO Brian Molefe announced that 

R300 billion is to be spent on Transnet’s capital  
projects in the next seven years. R200 billion 

would be specifically invested in rail  
infrastructure.

The SOE also announced that it  
expects to create up to 588 000 new job  
opportunities across the economy through 

its Market Demand Strategy (MDS).  The MDS 
will catapult Transnet Freight Rail (TFR), which has 

the lion’s share of the investment programme, into the 
world’s fifth biggest rail freight company. Rail volumes will  

increase from approximately 200 million tons to 350 million 
tons during the period. By 2019, TFR will increase its market 
share of container traffic to 92% from 79% currently. The 
increase will have a major impact on reducing the cost of doing 
business. Studies conducted by Transnet show that rail in  
South Africa is on average 75% cheaper than road transport. 
In addition, the large scale shift from road to rail will address 
costs, congestion and reduce carbon emissions.

“Coupled with the Prasa plans of expansion and  
infrastructure investment there are many opportunities for the 
local metalworking industry. Prasa, for example, have plans to 
commission 7 000 coaches and over 2 000 sleeper coaches. 
This will require huge amounts of machined and fabricated 
components and sub-assemblies. Those wanting to get involved 
will have to invest in new equipment and automate to keep up 
with the demand. However, this must be achieved efficiently and 
economically to world-class standards, which points towards the 
use of robotic equipment, particularly for welding. TRE are  
leading by example by upgrading the wagon manufacturing 
facility in Bloemfontein with the use of a number of robots,” 
said Rosenberg.

Open house exhibition – September 12-14, 2012
Yaskawa Southern Africa have taken note that the Electra 

Mining exhibition is taking place in September and as the 
exhibition space at Nasrec is sold out, they are putting on an 
open house exhibition to run concurrently with Electra Mining 
and would like to invite all local and out-of-town visitors to also 
attend the open house exhibition. Visitors can explore  
opportunities as to how Motoman robots can help improve their 
production processes. The star of the exhibition, which will take 
place at Yaskawa’s facility in Longmeadow Business Estate 
South, Modderfontein, Gauteng, will be a fully operational 
robotic gantry system as well as vision systems, floor tracks, 
various positioners, 1 and 2-axis handling robot systems and 
pick & place robots.

Visit the open house between 10:00 and 16:00 and enjoy a 
drink and lunch with them.

For further details, contact Yaskawa Southern Africa on  
Tel: 011 608 3182

“Coupled with the Prasa plans of expansion and infrastructure investment 
there are many opportunities for the local metalworking industry.”
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The Mountain Lion III, developed by DCD Protected Mobility 
(formerly RSD), has recorded world-class results in the 
July 2012 UAE Summer Trials. This robust armoured utility 

vehicle performed best in its class throughout the gruelling 
trial that took 12 military vehicles (produced by different 
manufacturers) through a series of tough terrains, including tar, 
rocky and dirt roads, as well as sands of diverse compounds 
and dunes of different heights and proximities, mountain 
passes and wadis (dry river beds), frequently in desert 
temperatures as high as 55°C.

The Mountain Lion is equipped with a unique four-wheel 
steer system, independent suspension and intelligent damping, 
which dramatically reduce the turning circle to 12 metres, 
and blast-attenuating seats and energy-absorbing floor 
panels for enhanced crew protection. The vehicle features 
a 360 HP engine with six-speed automatic transmission. A 
570A alternator, delivering 14kW, supplies power through 
an unmatched power management system and an AFES 
provides fire suppression capabilities in the crew and engine 
compartments, fuel tank and tyres. A ring mount, which can 
carry a main weapon station of the customer's choice, is fitted 
to the vehicle.  

The Mountain Lion can take on multiple roles on the 
battlefield. Engineered for demandingly high payload while 
ensuring crew survivability, the vehicle extends expeditionary 
capabilities and can even be transported in a C-130 aircraft. 
It is fitted with an air conditioner and diesel heater, allowing 
occupants to operate comfortably in both desert and arctic 
conditions.

As part of its evaluation of new military vehicles, the  
UAE Armed Forces requires these vehicles to demonstrate their 
capabilities during the hottest summer months in the UAE.  
Any potential supplier can take this opportunity to demonstrate 
their vehicles, even if there is no current specific requirement. 

For further details contact DCD Protected Mobility  
(A division of DCD (PTY) Ltd) on TEL: 011 914 1400

The Mountain Lion is fitted with a 360 horsepower engine
and 6 speed transmission which allows the vehicle to comfortably 

travel at speeds around 100 km/h. The unique four wheel
steer system and exceptional ground clearance of the

Mountain Lion enables the vehicle to easily negotiate tough 
obstacles such as a dry river bed. The large internal volume
of the Mountain Lion allows the vehicle to be configured to

suit the requirements of most modern armies

Mercedes-Benz South Africa (MBSA) has started a 
recruitment drive to fill 600 new positions at its plant in 
East London, in preparation for production of the next 

generation C-Class (tagged as the W205), in 2014.
The programme will see around 800 applicants, with  

Grade 12 as the minimum requirement, undergo training  
and skills development, with the top 600 applicants finally 
recruited as production operators, says MBSA spokesperson  
Lynette Skriker.

The East London plant currently employs 2 200 people.
In addition to advertising the positions in local newspapers, 

the company has entered into a partnership with the  
Department of Labour to select candidates from its database of 
job seekers.

MBSA in 2010 secured the contract to be one of only four 
Daimler sites worldwide to build the W205 C-Class, a move that 
will see the German manufacturer invest R2.5 billion in its local 
operations.

Apart from the skills training and recruitment drive, other 
major developments at the production facility include the  
construction of a new bodyshop.

Before admission into the skills programme, each applicant 
is required to complete a multiphased assessment process. 
MBSA has set up a specialised training centre, where each of 
the selected trainees will undergo two months of training in 
automotive theory, as well as practical, production-specific  
content. The training facility is equipped to accommodate  
144 learners at a time.

“The skills training programme is the most robust  
training initiative the company has undertaken since the  
mass recruitment drive for the W203 project, which took place 
in 1999,” says MBSA human resources VP Johann Evertse.

“The main objective is to give trainees a better  
understanding of our industry and equip them with the  
necessary skills to take up positions in the plant and start  
building platinum-quality cars from day one.”

MBSA to create 600 jobs at East London plant
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M&J Engineering is supplying 
the first Weba Chute 
Systems in a shiploading 

application for installation on 
Portnet’s Shiploaders 1 and 2 at 
the Port of Saldanha. This follows 
the successful installation of 
Weba Chutes at Portnet’s iron ore 
handling plant some time ago.

“Designed for a transfer of  
10 000 tph of iron ore, the two 
boom transfer chutes feature a 
levelling device that keeps them 
vertical at all times during the 
luffing of the boom in a range 
from 14 degrees to five degrees. 
This will minimise spillage and 
blockages, and ensure an even 
load of iron ore onto the boom 
conveyor,” says Alwin Nienaber, technical director of M & J 
Engineering.

This conveyor has a belt size of 1 650 mm and runs at a 
speed of four metres per second. Bulk density of the iron ore 
varies from 2.3 to 3 tons per cubic metre and maximum lump 
size is 40 mm, with a moisture content of about three percent.

Also at the Port of Saldanha, on a contract awarded  
directly by Portnet, M&J Engineering is currently upgrading  
the moving head chutes to ensure these conveyor transfer 
points will be able to cope with the 10 000 tph ship loader 
capacity. 

“The existing conventional chutes had 
been experiencing ongoing problems relating 
to spillage and blockages,” M&J Engineering’s 
Ted Cruickshank says. “We’ve been contracted 
to design and fabricate Weba Chutes for this 
application and to re-instate all the required 
instrumentation and piping services. 

“To prevent future blockages we’ve carried 
out Fine Element Analysis (FEA) on the chutes to 
determine the flow of the iron ore and verify the 

chutes’ capability to handle  
10 000 tph and to load this 
material central to the ongoing 
conveyor.”

Both projects were due  
to be completed by the end of 
August 2012.

Custom designed
Each Weba Chute System is 

custom designed for a specific 
application, taking into account 
factors such as belt width, belt 
speed, material sizes and shape 
and throughput. Cruickshank  
says there are numerous 
advantages to be gained from  
this locally developed transfer 
point system which, when 

introduced on a new project, achieves the optimum design 
configuration for the application with the best belt cleaning 
arrangement and optimum selection of belt type and size.  
In addition, spillage can be completely eliminated.

Further benefits that apply equally to retrofitted  
Weba Chute Systems and new projects alike include up to 
80% reduction in material degradation, greatly reduced levels 
of dust and noise, reduced production losses owing to fewer 
blockages, significantly reduced spillage and vastly improved 
safety levels. 

Easy access is provided  
for inspection and maintenance 
purposes and the system does 
not require ongoing supervision, 
again representing a saving in 
manpower and related costs.

Cruickshank cautions that 
Weba Chute Systems should not 
be compared to conventional 
chute or transfer point systems, 
but should rather be seen as an 
improved alternative or “upgrade”, 
because they adopt a completely 
different and unique approach 
to control and handling of bulk 
materials. For instance, the 

system uses a “supertube” with a cascade scenario, where 
95% of the material runs on material at all times.

“When one looks at this process in slow motion, it becomes 
apparent that the bottom layer of particles in the product 
stream moves in a tumbling motion and does not slide down 
the chute,” he explains. “This results in significantly reduced 
wear and in many cases the lip remains completely covered by 
material and never needs replacement.”

This manner of controlling material movement is taken 
a step further by designing the internal angle of the transfer 
chute in such a way as to match the product discharge velocity 
with the belt speed, which either completely eliminates or 
greatly reduces spillage.

For more information contact Mark Baller of M&J 
Engineering TEL: 011 827 9372 www.mjeng.co.za

M&J Engineering to supply first 
Weba Chutes in a shiploading application

The tripper conveyor to boom feed conveyor
showing the Weba Chute Systems head chute

The Weba tripper
to boom chute

The ship loader boom showing the bottom section
of the Weba Chute System
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ShOPfRONT   fOcuS

When a company occupies 
five different factory sites, 
has 30 000 m² under roof 

to work with and offers CNC laser 
cutting, punching, bending, milling 
and turning, robotic welding as well 
as MIG/TIG welding and stud welding, 
plastic injection moulding, die casting, 
polyurethane gasket extrusion, powder 
coating and electro plating, you know it 
means business. 

“Sadly the driving force behind 
World Power Products (WPP) for  
32 years, the late Peter Bahlig, is no longer here to experience 
the new generation of automation and technology  
advancement that the company is currently investing in. Peter 
always believed in the importance of having to invest in new 
technology and equipment in order to stay at the forefront of 
the industry,” said General Manager Arthur Carolin who has 
been with the company since 1990.

“This is why we were the first company in South Africa to 

embrace laser cutting technology 
when we purchased our first 1 000 
Watt Coherent laser/punching  
combination machine in 1983.  
Prior to that WPP became the first 
company in South Africa to invest in 
an NC punching machine, a  
150 Trumpf,” continued Carolin.

“Peter would travel internationally 
to visit the manufacturers and the  
exhibitions and always came back 
with new ideas that could enhance 
our production capabilities and  

quality, as well as shorten our lead times.”
“I will give you another example. Eight years ago he came 

back from EuroBlech where he had seen the Virtek’s LaserQC 
automated 2D laser inspection machine. He said he was going 
to spend R1,5 million to buy it and I was aghast. However he 
had the foresight and that machine was paid off in months 
rather than years. It is great for first article inspection, SPC, or 
reverse engineering. For example, scan a component by simply 

“It is important to note that it has always been our intention 
to be a full service operation from design to finished product.”

South Africa’s first company to use 
laser cutting technology has evolved into 

a fully fledged turnkey operation

The new generation of automation and technology 
advancement that the company has invested in  

is a Salvagnini L3 fiber laser that was installed by  
Potgieter Industrial Machinery at the end of August

General Manager Arthur Carolin

WPP is one of South Africa’s leading manufacturers of electrical and electronic enclosures such as 19" floor standing rackcabinets, 
wall mounted enclosures and cabinet accessories for the telecommunications and information technology markets
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placing a component on the table and hit 
the scan icon and it will quickly produce its 
CAD drawing or check that the cut  
component is in specification. It is easy to 
use for machine operators and QC staff 
alike and self-calibrates before each scan 
to insure accuracy to +/-.05 mm. It even 
produces on demand inspection reports 
that comply with ISO requirements.”

“We believe that WPP was the first to 
use the Virtek and are still the only ones in 
South Africa to have such a machine. There 
are numerous other examples in the five 
factories.”

History
Formed in 1963 WPP originally  

specialised in part production and repair 
work. Bahlig joined the company in 1965 
and 10 years later was instrumental in an 
MBO. He transformed the company into a 
sheet metal operation and WPP has since 
become one of South Africa’s leading 
manufacturers of electrical and electronic 
enclosures such as 19" floor standing  
rackcabinets, wall mounted enclosures  
and cabinet accessories for the  
telecommunications and information  
technology markets.

“These products are either custom 
made for large corporate companies or we 
market them ourselves through distributors. 
However our portfolio is not limited to these 
products. We also manufacture other  
storage management systems and products 
for the banks and security industry,  
hi-density rack storage panels and  
drawers, tool trolleys, work station  
benches for the easy storage and  
identification of spare parts, tools and small 
components,locks, handles, hinges and 
other rack systems,” explained Carolin.

“Custom design products and  
components account for about 70 % of our 
production and the remainder is focused 
on our own brands. But we still remain a 
service centre offering laser cutting,  
punching, bending, milling and turning, robotic welding as  
well as MIG/TIG welding and stud welding, plastic injection  
moulding, die casting, polyurethane gasket extrusion,  
powder coating and electro plating services.”

“It is important to note that it has  
always been our intention to be a full 
service operation from design to finished 
product. There are not many companies 
in South Africa in the sheet metal industry 
that can match us on this.”

“Another advantage is that we operate 
from five integrated factory sites, all in the 
same area. This has enabled us to  
separate the company’s mild steel  
manufacturing facility from the stainless 
steel manufacturing facility. Each has 
its own lasers, press brakes and corner 
notchers for example, as well as their own 
chemical treatment baths, painting and 
powder coating lines.” 

“However the electro plating facility, 
which we use both in-house and market to 
the industry, is located a couple of streets 
away.”

For accounting and strategic reasons 
today the company operates under one 
name - World Power Products. In the past 
each facility has operated under a  
different name so as to have its own  
identity according to its product or service 
portfolio. These included names such as 
Ultimo Technology, Contina Storage  
Systems, Mega Enclosures and  
Chemopur, which are still very  
recognisable in industry. 

The brand name of Perano, which was 
created in 1975 and is used for the 
marketing of wall mounted enclosures, 
locks and hinges to retailers and  
hardware stores via distributors, is still 
very much in use today.

Over the years WPP have built up am 
impressive client list such as ABB, Alcatel, 
Bosch, Eskom, Philips and Siemens. A 
noteworthy mention is that WPP has been 
associated with ABB for over 25 years.  

The company’s components and 
custom designed products have also 
found significant applications within the  
automotive industry including companies 
such as Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Ford, 

Toyota, Nissan, Mazda, Renault, International Trucks and 
Opel. Currently WPP supplies over 250 line items to UD Trucks 
(Nissan). One such item is a custom built catwalk, which WPP 
designed themselves for the client.

WPP have five CNC Trumpf
punching machines on the shopfloor,

all supplied by Retecon Machine Tools

WPP have over 30 different size
pressbrakes operating in the five facilities,

with the majority being Trumpfs supplied by
Retecon Machine Tools

At the heart of the sheet metal operations
are five lasers, which include three

Trumpfs supplied by Retecon Machine Tools

WPP custom design products and
components, which account for about

70 % of the company’s production
and the remainder is focused on WPP’s

own brands such as tool trolleys

The company’s custom designed products 
and components have found significant

applications within the automotive industry 
for companies such as Mercedes-Benz, 
BMW, Ford, Toyota, Nissan, Mazda, 

Renault, International Trucks and Opel. 
Currently WPP supplies over 250 line items 

to UD Trucks (Nissan). One such item
is a custom built catwalk, which WPP

designed themselves for the client



Other interesting projects that WPP has been involved in 
include a relationship that dates back to 1993 with Gilbarco 
Africa Sales and Service to manufacture and supply petrol 
pump dispensers. So next time you fill up at Caltex or the like it 
is highly possible that the counter on the pump you are using 
has been supplied by WPP.

WPP has also been involved in the supply of the electronic 
scoreboards and perimeter advertising housings at local and 
international cricket grounds. More recently the company won a  
contract to manufacture the bulk of an elemental analyser that 
can be used in a broad spectrum of industries but more specifically 
in the mining industry. The product was previously being  

manufactured in Australia but as a result of WPPs new and patented 
design the product is now being exported back to Australia.

Sheetmetal manufacturing equipment
In a company this size offering clients a 

complete package there are a large number 
of machines that are on the floor of the 
various facilities. At the heart of them in 
the sheet metal operations are five lasers, 
which include three Trumpfs, one Cincinnati 
and a new Salvagnini fiber laser. Then there 
are five CNC Trumpf punching machines 
and over 30 press brakes, the bulk of them 
being Trumpfs and the largest a 320 ton 
Trumpf.

The new generation of automation  
and technology advancement that the  
company has invested in is a Salvagnini  
L3 fiber laser that was installed by  
Potgieter Industrial Machinery at the  
end of August.

Above right: Some 
components that have

been machined
in the machine shop

A general view of the tool room

Above left: The brand name of Perano, which was 
created in 1975 and is used for the marketing of wall
mounted enclosures, locks and hinges to retailers and 
hardware stores via distributors, is still very much in use today 
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“Although we are not the first to install a fiber laser in  
South Africa we are close to it. However it will be the first  
3 kilowatt fiber laser to be installed in South Africa.  
The reason we have gone the Salvagnini route is it is now a 
third generation machine and it has IPG as its source, one the 
world's leading providers of high power fiber lasers and fiber 
amplifiers,” explained Carolin.

“The Salvagnini L3 fiber laser uses optical fiber both to  
generate the beam inside the electronic source and to transport 
the beam from the source to the machine. This offers a large 
number of advantages, including the elimination of optical path 
and laser gas and the creation of a more simple and compact 

layout. The single cutting head features a single optic for high 
quality cutting across the entire range of thicknesses. The 
wavelength typical of fiber means that highly reflective  
materials, such as high-purity aluminium alloys, brass, copper 
and galvanized steel, can all be cut successfully.”

“The energy savings that we anticipate achieving and the 
opportunity to cut brasses and bronzes were also highly  
motivating factors. Currently the majority of the materials that 
we cut are mild steel and stainless steel,” continued Carolin.

Toolroom
This division is vital to the company’s day-to-day  
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WPP came up with a solution 
for a client in the medical industry, 
where hygiene is of utmost importance. 
This component is used on an 
autoclave and WPP have 
designed a corner notching process 
whereby it is virtually 
impossible for germs to penetrate

More recently the company won a contract
to manufacture the bulk of an

elemental analyser that can be used
in a broad spectrum of industries but

more specifically in the mining industry.
The product was previously being

manufactured in Australia but as a result
of WPPs new and patented design the product

is now being exported back to Australia

The Zinc pressure die-casting department
has been in operation since the 1980s

and a fourth machine has just been added.
It is relatively small in terms of foundries

but the company is still able to cast four tons
of zinc components a month.

These components are mainly used in the 
manufacture of the locks, handles and the 

housings for petrol pump dispensers

The company’s machine shop offers a full range of turning and milling operations. At the moment WPP have six 
Haas CNC machines on the floor but have ordered a Haas VM 3 vertical milling machine, which will be installed in September. 

A Haas HRT 210 rotary table will be supplied with the machine and this will give WPP full 4-axis functionality

The Virtek’s LaserQC automated 2D
laser inspection machine is used for

first article inspection, SPC, or reverse 
engineering. For example, scan a 

component by simply placing a component 
on the table and hit the scan icon and it will 

quickly produce its CAD drawing or check that 
the cut component is in specification. It is easy 

to use for machine operators and QC staff 
alike and self-calibrates before 

each scan to insure accuracy to +/-.05 mm. 
It even produces on demand inspection 

reports that comply with ISO requirements

The company offers powder coating
and electro plating services. 

However the electro plating facility 
is located offsite

Even in the welding department WPP
have taken the automation route and

have four Motoman robots of various sizes 
carrying out robotic welding operations

The company has a number 
of Ermak CNC hydraulic

pressbrakes



operations. New designs and maintenance 
of the dies and tools are processed 
through the toolroom, as well as the 
manufacture of wear parts for the  
various machines on the shopfloor. 

Machine shop
“We offer a full range of turning and 

milling operations that enables us to keep 
this type of work in-house which has been 
particularly useful in machining operations 
required for security components and 
others that are used in the manufacture 
of the elemental analyser. At the moment 
we have six Haas CNC machines on the 
floor. However this department is  
currently having a complete overhaul 

so as to give us the opportunity to seek 
outside machining work.”

“To give us more options in this  
department we have ordered a Haas  
VM 3 vertical milling machine which 
should be installed in September. We 
have ordered a Haas HRT 210 rotary 
table to be supplied with the machine and 
this will give us full 4-axis functionality.”

“On the machining side we use  
EdgeCam as our machining software.”

Zinc pressure die-casting
“This department has been in  

operation since the 1980s and we 
have just added a fourth machine. It is 
relatively small in terms of foundries but 
we still cast four tons of zinc components 
a month. These components are mainly 
used in the manufacture of the locks, 
handles and the housings for petrol  
pump dispensers.” 

Injection moulding
“Believe it or not but a company that 

has its main focus on processing  
metals still has requirements for injection 
moulding components. If you look at our 
tool holding trolleys, for example, the tool 
holders are injection-moulded sleeves. 
Here we have two Victor machines  
servicing our requirements.”

Adding value – turnkey operation
“The injection moulding forms part 

of our strategy to become a turnkey 
operation. I believe that we are virtually 
there now. We have a fully-fledged design 
department that has four seats of  
SolidWorks CAD/CAM. We have most of 
the sheetmetal operations covered as 
well as machining, painting, pressure 

die-casting, powder coating and electro 
plating. Even in the welding department 
we have taken the automation route and 
have four Motoman robots of various 
sizes carrying out robotic welding  
operations.”

“More importantly all our operations 
are adhering to stringent ISO quality 
control processes. We first achieved ISO 
9002 certification in 2000 and have been 
successful in being re-awarded  
certification ever since then.”

“The main reason behind  
achieving ISO 9002 certification has  
been to assure the company’s customers 
that its products are manufactured on  
an international level. However we believe 
that our products are far superior to 
those that are imported.”

WPP employs 240 staff and is a  
privately owned company. In 2013 the 
company will achieve a significant mil stone 
in its history – 50 years since inception.

For further details contact World 
Power Products on TEL: 011 680 5524. 
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“Believe it or not but a company that has its main focus on processing
metals still has requirements for injection moulding components. If you 

look at our tool holding trolleys, for example, the tool holders are injection-moulded
sleeves. Here we have two Victor machines servicing our requirements.”



Success comes to 
shops that are  
attentive to the 

changing needs of their 
customers. Such shops are 
generally willing to make 
fundamental manufacturing 
changes and process  
additions, when appropriate, 
to best meet those  
demands. In a growing 
number of cases, a shop’s 
customer wants to receive 
more than just a component 
that has been accurately 
machined.

Gantec Tool and Die  
was founded in October 
2008 by Anthony Barnes 
who has over 35 years of experience in the toolmaking industry 
having previously worked at some large plastic converting 
companies as well as being a shareholder in Ronchele Tech 
Moulders.

“I started out primarily as a design studio specialising in 
plastic product design and development coupled with mould 
design. At that stage the manufacture of the tooling was  
outsourced. During my career as a toolmaker I learnt how to 
use and take advantage of the CAD/CAM design software 
available. In fact I believe that I was one of the first in 
South Africa to use the Vero Visi CAD/CAM software 
supplied by Software Development in South Africa and 
I have remained loyal to the brand ever since. That 
must be nearly 25 years ago,” said Anthony.

When Anthony’s son Jarrad joined him in  
2010 they decided to expand and get back into the 
manufacture of tools, moulds and dies.  

“Our design  
customers were  
demanding that we take 
control of their projects 
from beginning to end.  
So we purchased the  
necessary toolroom  
machinery including a 
brand new Leadwell  
V-40 CNC vertical  
machining centre,  
supplied by WD Hearn.  
The Leadwell is capable of 
machining moulds up to 
500 x 1 000 mm and suits 
our needs perfectly at the 
moment. If we do look at 
investing in more  
equipment we would need 

to look at a wire EDM machine but that is down the road,” 
continued Anthony.

“In order to provide quality services, we have made a  
substantial investment in the CAD/CAM design software,  

which includes full 3D solid and surface  
modeling, presentation shading,  

drafting and dimensioning, intricate 
split line generation and mould 

build libraries,” Jarrad 
added.

“We offer a total 
project management 
service. After the 
design phase, this 
service includes  
having development  
components  

machined or grown 
samples made, to  

manufacturing of the moulds,” 
continued Jarrad.

“Most of our clients are in the 
plastic converting industry that are 
either carrying out injection or blow 

moulding production. We design high-tech moulds for intricate 
components, including high speed automatic unscrewing 
moulds, incorporating the hot runner injection systems.

Some of our clients include Cinqplast Plastop, La Pack, 
Dutton Plastic Engineering, Circuit Breaker Industries, Crabtree 
and Versatile Plastics. But we are not limited to the plastics 
industry. We have even made dies for the pressure diecasting 
industry,” said Anthony.

“Besides offering a service to maintain the moulds, 
because of the extreme use of moulds in the plastic industry 
you are always going to get the necessity of repairs, so we also 
offer this service. But we felt that just the industry standard 
repairs was not a good enough end result for our clients,” 
explained Anthony. 

“This is why we looked at the relatively new process of laser 
welding,” said Anthony.

You don’t have to be big to be entrepreneurial.

Laser welding increases capabilities
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Anthony and Jarrad Barnes

A mould manufactured 
by Gantec

Gantec purchased the necessary toolroom machinery
including a brand new Leadwell V-40 CNC vertical machining centre, 

supplied by WD Hearn 





Laser welding
The company chose laser welding over TIG and MIG 

processes because laser welding results in a better finished 
quality product with less cleanup since the welder can pinpoint 
areas needing weld and there is minimal heat sink for  

blending. Anthony also notes fixturing is extremely 
important and specific to laser welding to hold the 
parts and allow the welder to focus on the part 
through the microscope in a more stable  
environment.

Laser welding, Anthony continues, repairs  
surface cracks, edges, corners, damaged gates 
and worn sealing edges with minimal adverse 
effects to surrounding textured or polished areas 
due to the localised heat—and offers numerous 
advantages to the mouldmaker. 

“First, the work area is easily viewed through the  
microscope. 
Depending 
on the 
lenses used, 
your target 
spot may be 
100 to 
300 mm 
from the 
lens with 
only the 
wire 
(electrode) 
in the vision 
field, so 
your welding 

area is more exposed,” he explains. 
“With the controlling of peak power, pulse duration, pulse 

time and traverse movement, the laser gives you unsurpassed 
control of the welding. Using tool steels, stainless steels or  
aluminiums in a diameter of wire as small as 0.2 mm, the 
welding area is extremely precise. You can put down the exact 
amount of material, exactly where you want it.”

“The area to be repaired may be filled in several operational 
phases. With each phase, new material from the filler rods 
is applied until the final desired surface height is reached,” 
Anthony states. “Fusion occurs by focusing the laser beam on 
the surface.”

“This creates a metallurgical bond between the base and 
layer materials, which occurs due to the fusing of base  
material in a thin boundary layer. The composition fulfills the 
metallurgical characteristics for mechanical, chemical and 
thermal stress. With an extremely short application of energy 
(about 7 milliseconds) we are able to prevent the transfer of 
heat to areas outside the welding point.”

“Additionally, once the operator has been taught the  
process and the system’s capabilities the laser welding process 
allows for mechanized precision, low post work clean-up and 
no pre-heating or post-heat treating of the mould allowing the 
welder to work at room temperature with cooler substrate  
material for an improved work environment and a quicker, 
easier job,” Anthony adds.

“This state-of-the art technology allows us to offer our  
customers a wider range of mould repair capabilities,” Anthony 
concludes, “and a distinct advantage over most tool and die 
shops because not only will we carry out a superior repair but 
our delivery time of repaired moulds will be greatly reduced.”

The laser welding machine that Gantec has purchased is a 
German manufactured OR Laser 3300 which was supplied by 
Retecon Machine Tools.

Gantec is also an active member of the Toolmakers  
Association of South Africa and has been benchmarked by the 
world renowned German Engineering University Fraunhofer. 

For further details contact Gantec Tool and Die on  
TEL: 011 394 0848.
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Above: Examples of plastic
products that were made using

moulds manufactured by Gantec  

Right: An example where
laser welding has been used

The laser welding machine 
that Gantec has

purchased is a German
manufactured OR Laser 3300

which was supplied by 
Retecon Machine Tools
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Erected in 1889 as the entrance arch to the 1889 World's Fair, 
the Eiffel Tower has become both a global cultural icon of France 

and one of the most recognisable structures in the world.

The tower stands 320 metres tall, about the same height 
as an 81-story building. During its construction, the Eiffel 
Tower surpassed the Washington Monument to assume 

the title of the tallest man-made structure in the world, a title 
it held for 41 years, until the Chrysler Building in New York City 
was built in 1930. However, because of the addition, in 1957, 
of the antenna atop the Eiffel Tower, it is now taller than the 
Chrysler Building. Not including broadcast antennas, it is the 
second-tallest structure in France.

The tower received its 250 millionth visitor in 2010 and 
is the most visited paid monument in the world. 7.1 million 
people ascended the Eiffel Tower in 2011. 

Our fascination with towers and masts extends beyond 
the Eiffel Tower. From the middle ages and before towers have 
been built as lookout and defence towers, albeit in bricks and 

mortar. Many of these still stand today and are national  
monuments in most instances. 

In modern times bricks and mortar have been replaced by 
steel constructions. Most recognisable today are the cellular 
masts, electricity pylons and fast encroaching, the landscape 
wind turbines. 

The Eiffel Tower is a puddled iron lattice tower located on 
the Champ de Mars in Paris and named after the engineer  
Gustave Eiffel, whose company designed and built the tower.

Another company building lattice towers, but not on the 
same scale as the Eiffel Tower, is Mast Projects, a company 
based in Ekurhuleni, Gauteng. 

Established in 1993 Mast Projects has built up a  
reputation for delivering a high quality product where and  
when it is required. Some projects have reached heights of  
100 metre towers.

Lattice towers manufactured by Mast Projects are either 
three or four sided pyramids of steel - lattice grid. They are 
made of standard hot rolled profiles connected with bolts,  
with single diagonal filling in the total length of the tower. 

The height and width of lattice towers depends on the 
intended use of the tower. For example the requirements for 
a transmission power tower and those of GSM and microwave 
telecom towers are very different. All the accessories or outside 
form work such as ladders, safety rails and platforms also have 
an influence on the design of a tower.

“Generally we will construct a complete tower in various 
sections of 5 to 20 mm thick structural steel,” said  
CEO Polla Delport. “The final tons per tower could vary  
depending on the design, number of angle sections and  
plates per tower. However we are processing between 1 800 
and 2 000 tons of steel per month. This is the equivalent of 
150 to 200 towers per month,” continued Delport.Contract Manager Louis Calitz and CEO Polla Delport

Mast Projects have invested over R30 million to manufacture monopoles in-house in future







“Because of the location of towers corrosion protection of 
all tower parts is of utmost importance. All components on  
our towers are hot-dip galvanised as per SABS ISO 1461  
specification.”

“Fabrication is carried out at our Brakpan plant making 
extensive use of CNC machines for the manufacture of tower 
components. All manufactured towers and accessories are 
then packed into bundles and loaded into shipping containers 
with the aid of our 46 ton stacker and then transported to site 
or shipping ports for export to various countries,” explained 
Delport. 

“Mast Projects are not involved in the civil works and/or 
erection of the towers on site. This is left up to the client or  
sub contractor.”

“Although we still supply locally the majority of our  

contracts these days are focused on Africa and we have had 
some major project roll-outs in Nigeria, Ghana, Botswana, 
Angola, Mozambique and the rest of Africa. The development 
in West Africa has been most encouraging with a particular 
call for both Telecomms as well as transmission towers,” said 
Delport.

Monopoles
“Our success in the rest of Africa and the focus on  

renewable-energy resources such as wind power technology 
has required the company to think out-of-the box and embrace 
the potential. Although we have dabbled a bit in the supply of 
monopoles we have always had to rely on outside supply. We 
have taken the decision to increase our presence in this area 
and have expanded our manufacturing facility to 6 000 m² 
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Mast Projects are currently installing
an Esab column and boom sub arc welding

and seam tracker system

The company has five
Motoman robotic welding systems

On the existing shopfloor there are
five Ficep angle cutting machines supplied by

Retecon Machine Tools



under roof and made an investment of over R30 million on the 
purchasing of CNC machines to improve production capacity to 
3 000 tons of steel per month.”

“Monopoles are manufactured in a tapered tubular  
form and are used as structures for GSM, microwave, wind 
generation towers, stadium lights and a host of other  
applications.”

Equipment 
“The company could be regarded as a heavy engineering 

fabrication shop and as such we require equipment for sheet 
and plate cutting and bending and sub-arc welding.  We have 
a range of CNC machines for punching, cutting, bending and 
welding.

New equipment
“We have thought long and hard about what equipment  

we should purchase especially as we wanted to create a cell 
that would have the minimum handling down time and  
maximum productivity. The cell consists of a new plasma  
cutting machine which feeds the material to a bending 
machine, which in turn feeds the tubular components to a 
hydraulic shaft tacking station to assemble the shaft sections 
before final welding.”

“The new equipment that is being installed right now and 
which should be in production in September includes a BuTech 
BuBend MSR 8 100 x 1000 press brake supplied by Retecon 
Machine Tools. This machine will alleviate all the bending 
problems that we have had in the past. Mostly we have had to 
outsource this work in the past.”
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Recently installed is an Esab Ergostar EXA 4500 plasma

The company is busy installing a BuTech BuBend MSR
8 100 x 1000 press brake supplied by Retecon Machine Tools





“The plasma machine is an  
Esab Ergostar EXA 4500 plasma.  
The welding machine is an  
Esab column and boom sub arc  
welding and seam tracker system.”

“Once we are in full  
production we will be able  
manufacture monopoles up to  
50 metres in height with a base 
diameter of five metres. Material 
thicknesses up to 25mm will be  
accommodated.”

“Our ambition is to manufacture 
in the region of 50 -100 monopoles 

a month.”
Besides manufacturing lattice towers 

the company has been involved with  
several other special projects such as  
pedestrian bridges, power sub-stations  
and aircraft warning systems. With the  
new equipment Mast Projects will be  
seeking other projects of a similar nature  
to manufacture as well.

The company employs 50 staff  
members at present.

For further details contact   
Mast Projects on TEL: 011 306 7000  
or visit www.mastprojects.co.za
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The company manufactures
between 150 to 200 lattice towers
of various types per month

The company has four
Ficep CNC plate and angle detail
punching and drilling machines

supplied by Retecon Machine Tools 

Taking care of the guillotine
operations are two Haco machines
supplied by Craft Machine Tools
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In many industries, such as the automotive, medical 
technology or consumer sectors, the injection moulding 
process is the leading method used to manufacture plastic 

parts as cost-effectively as possible. The particular challenge 
here is knowing — before production starts — how the design of 
the parts will affect the manufacturability, and vice versa. Once 
again, construction-related simulation provides the solution. 

The injection moulding process itself is a complex mix  
of time, pressure, temperature and other material and  
tool-specific parameters. Previously, this has meant that 
designers of high-quality plastic components and tools have 
needed a large amount of experience to balance all these 
different variables. As well as the detailed design of the parts, 
feasibility in production also has to be taken into consideration 
from the very early phases of 
production development onwards. 
This avoids costly changes to the 
process and/or tool, as these changes 
could result in significant delays in 
the product reaching the market. The 
earlier this aspect of the design is 
optimized, the better.

Simulation software packages 
offer one solution to the challenges 
of the injection moulding process: 
Users can carry out virtual tests under 
actual operating conditions and thus 
test their product designs at a very 
early stage of development. Tests can 
be carried out throughout the entire 
design process depending on a wide 
range of parameters, and simulation 
can therefore allow a design to be 
analyzed before the injection mould 
is even manufactured. This avoids 
costly changes to the tool, optimizes 
the quality of the part that is then 
manufactured, and significantly 
reduces development times.

Simulation driven development  
of plastic parts

SolidWorks Plastics, and similar 
simulation software, provide users 
with powerful injection moulding 
simulation functionality, so they can 

identify potential construction-related problems and eliminate 
them in a targeted manner. The software is suitable both for 

designers of plastic components 
and manufacturers of injection 
moulding tools. Assumptions can be 
made on potential manufacturing 
defects in the early phase of product 
development itself, and they can 
then be avoided by varying the 
design of the component and/or 
tool, material or process parameters. 

SolidWorks Plastics is fully 
integrated into the SolidWorks 
software — so users work in 

a familiar environment. Changes to the 3D model are 
incorporated immediately and can be fed smoothly into the 
evaluation of manufacturability, avoiding the need for  
time-consuming and repetitive export/import processes.

The powerful networking algorithm can quickly map even 
complex geometries — from very thin to more thick-walled 
and mixed moulds. The software also has a comprehensive 

database that contains around 5000 
of the latest plastic materials and 
can be expanded and edited freely 
at any point. The user-friendly menu 
layout guides users through the 
process of creating simulations, and 
also provides appropriate wizards 
to support them in interpreting the 
results. Even occasional users can 
therefore identify potential problems 
at an early stage and make the 
correct decisions to improve quality 
and manufacturability.

SolidWorks Plastics is available 
in two versions to meet different 
challenges in the development 
process. Designers of plastic 
parts can use SolidWorks Plastics 
Professional to evaluate the impact 
of changes relating to the wall 
strength, injection point, material 
and component design on the 
manufacturability of their parts. 
Developers of injection moulding tools 
can use SolidWorks Plastics Premium 
to gain in-depth insights into the 
behavior of family moulds, including 
the potential for optimizing injection 
points and/or distribution systems. 

The simulation software provides 
numerous features that designers can 
use to make significant assumptions 

bETTER   PROducTION

Efficient development of plastic parts 
and injection moulding tools

The Results Adviser provides practical design
advice and troubleshooting tips to help diagnose

and solve potential problems. This powerful 
information gives tremendous insight into the 
injection molding process, leading to informed 
design decisions and better quality products

Unbalanced filling in family moulds (as seen here) can 
be predicted and avoided with SolidWorks Plastics

Simulation software helps to analyze and optimise a range 
of geometries including thin-walled plastic parts. Part designers 
get rapid feedback on how modifications to wall thickness, gate 
locations, materials, or geometry can 
affect the manufacturing of their 
part, while mould designers can 
quickly optimise multi-cavity 
and family mould layouts and 
feed systems including sprues, 
runners, and gates

With SolidWorks Plastic users can also analyze and 
optimize thick and chunky parts that are solid in nature
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on the filling and holding pressure phase from very early in the 
development process. Can the mould be completely filled on the 
machine in question? Where will two melt fronts meet and form 
critical joint lines? At what points does a component require 
ventilation, and where does the injection point need to be to 
ensure that the mould is filled evenly? What are the process 
parameters relating to temperature and pressure distribution, 
filling and holding pressure time, and how must the component 
be designed to provide an optimum cooling period? SolidWorks 
Plastics can also help to evaluate sink points and volumetric 
shrinkage, and to determine the ideal cycle times.

Shorter product 
development times, 
better communication, 
and increased 
profitability

Thanks to the 
precise prediction of 
potential manufacturing 
defects using the 
simulation functionality, 
troubleshooting phases, 
which used to last for 
weeks, are now obsolete. 
The design process is 
significantly more efficient 
as variants can already 
be inspected virtually 
for their suitability for 
use, allowing users 
to eliminate specific 
problems without having 
to carry out actual 
prototype tests.  
The user-friendly system, 
with its comprehensive 
database and efficient 
features, also saves 
on costly working time. 
This all results in a 
significantly reduced 
time to market and, 
guarantees component 
quality and compliance 
with the planned budget. 

The detailed 
presentation of results,  
fill animations, and 
reports that can be 
created automatically 
also enable improved 
communication and  
more effective 
cooperation between 
different departments 
and/or companies 
involved in the product 
development. 

All in all, numerous 
factors support the use of 
simulation software such 
as SolidWorks Plastics 
in the manufacture of 
injection moulded parts 
or tools; in particular, 
reduced development 

periods, predicting and avoiding potential manufacturing  
defects at an early stage in the process, and increased  
product quality. With the benefits illustrated above, the  
savings achieved using the simulation tool quickly exceed  
the investment and implementation costs, allowing a rapid 
return on investment (ROI). 

Article supplied by Jürgen Haberger, Technical  
Manager of Simulation Products, SolidWorks. The product  
will be available in South Africa from September 2012.

For further details contact Mecad on  
086 111 2236.
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Global uncertainty sinks
German builders’ 2Q orders

Germany’s Machine Tool Builders Assn. (VDW) reported its 
members' second-quarter new orders fell by 20% overall 
compared to the same period of 2011. However, the 

unwelcome result is largely the effect of weak global demand, 
according to VDW: domestic orders fell by 8%, while orders 
from abroad were 26% down versus 2Q 2011.

In the first six months of 2012, machine tool bookings fell 
by 13% compared to the April-June 2011 period, and during the 
first half VDW found domestic orders fell 6% over the preceding 
year while export orders fell 17%.

In May VDW reported its members found an overall 7% 
decline in machine tool orders for the first quarter of 2012. 

“The months April to June have shown that the machine 
tool industry cannot disengage from global macro-economic 
developments,” stated Dr. Wilfried Schäfer, executive director of 
the VDW, in Frankfurt am Main.

However, Schäfer added that the second quarter of 2011 
saw the steepest rise in export orders for the entire year, so 

that the comparatively high decrease in orders from abroad 
also reflects a ‘base effect.’ For second half of 2012, VDW 
forecast orders from abroad will stabilise, and this may 
represent approximately twice as much volume as the domestic 
market.  

The German machine tool industry is among the five 
largest sectors in that country’s mechanical engineering 
industry, and develops production technologies for all manner 
of metalworking applications. Just as important, Germany’s 
machine tool builders have a broad customer base that relies 
heavily on exports. The automotive industry and its component 
suppliers, in particular, are investing in new model years and 
new, cost saving drive technologies. “The moderate fall in 
orders during the year’s second quarter is attributable to  
‘one-off effects’ from large orders for forming technology,”  
VDW stated.

Correspondingly, the 8.4-month order backlog in  
June 2012, following 8.7 months in February, remains very 

high. Plants are running at close  
to full capacity. Recently, in fact,  
the capacity utilisation figure  
has risen slightly, from 95.1%  
in April to 96.9% in July.

The German machine tool 
industry’s employment total 
increased by more than 6% over  
the year’s first five months,  
now totaling 68 590 employees  
in all.

“Although the macro-economic 
situation has become significantly 
more problematical in recent 
months, due to the euro debt 
crisis and its effects on the global 
economy, and investors are 
unsettled, machine tool production 
output is set to keep on growing  
this year,” said Schäfer.

The VDW is forecasting 6% 
growth in production output for the 
remainder of 2012.

VDW faces weak foreign demand, but “surprisingly stable” 
domestic business.

“Although the macro-economic situation has become significantly more 
problematical in recent months, due to the euro debt crisis and its effects on the 
global economy, and investors are unsettled, machine tool production output is 

set to keep on growing this year,” said Schäfer
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Amada and Prima Power
announce a cooperation agreement

for panel bending machines

Amada and Prima Power are both world leaders in the 
sheet metal machinery and laser systems market. Amada 
is also active in machine tools while Prima Industrie, 

through its Prima Electro division, is also active in electronics 
and laser technologies.

The two Groups have agreed to cooperate in the panel 
bending segment by jointly developing a new generation of 
electric panel bending machines which will be based on OSAI 
Open CNC and Yaskawa motion control devices.

The new products will be manufactured in Italy by  
Finn-Power Italia (a company of Prima Power division) in the 
Cologna Veneta factory (Verona, Italy).

Finn-Power Italia is a leader in bending technology with 
unique experience in electric panel bending and press 
brake machines which, compared to hydraulic systems, 
have significant advantages in terms of energy efficiency, 
higher accuracy, lower maintenance costs and environment 
sustainability.

The products will be distributed worldwide by the two sales 
organizations of Prima Power and Amada which will promote 

them under their own brands and to their own customer bases.
Amada will have the option to manufacture the products 

for the Japanese market under a license agreement with Prima 
Power.

The sharing of R&D investment and the synergies which 
will be generated by the increased manufacturing volumes are 
the main targets of this cooperation. Multichannel distribution 
will allow increasing customer awareness of the panel bending 
technology versus more traditional bending by press brakes.

The two Groups will maintain their autonomy and 
independence on all other product segments (2D lasers, 
punching machines, press brakes, combi systems, etc.) and will 
consequently compete, on a fair basis, on all world markets.

The new products will be exhibited to the public at 
international and domestic exhibitions in the fall of 2012.

Amada President and C.E.O, Mitsuo Okamoto, and Prima 
Industrie Chairman and C.E.O, Gianfranco Carbonato, have 
welcomed the agreement which, they both believe, will open 
great opportunities for the two Groups and lead to higher 
customer satisfaction worldwide.



Toyota 
returns to top 

carmaker

Toyota Motor is once again at the top of the global 
carmakers' league, Japanese media has reported, after 
the firm said it had sold almost five million vehicles in 

the first half of the year.
The group, whose brands also include Lexus, Daihatsu 

and Hino, sold a record 4.97 million units worldwide in 
the period, up nearly 34% from the same period last year, 
according to company figures.

That vaulted Toyota ahead of rivals General Motors and 
Volkswagen, which sold 4.67 million and 4.45 million units in 
the first half respectively, local media said.

Toyota last year lost the title of world's biggest carmaker - 
a spot it had held between 2008 and 2010 - following  
a slump in production and sales owing to Japan's  
March 11 quake-tsunami disaster, floods in Thailand and the 
strong yen.

General Motors, with about 9 million vehicles sold last 
year, was the world's biggest carmaker followed by Germany's 
Volkswagen with more than 8 million vehicles sold. Toyota 
sold 7.95 million vehicles.

For all of 2012, Toyota said it expected to sell  
9.58 million units worldwide, but it was uncertain whether it 
could retain the global top spot for the full year.

Worldwide production passes 200 million units
Toyota has also announced that in June its worldwide 

cumulative vehicle production surpassed 200 million  
units.

This milestone took 76 years and 11 months to reach, 
and began with production of the Model G1 truck in 
August 1935 at Toyoda Automatic Loom Works’ Automotive 
Department, which was spun off and later became TMC. As 
of the end of June, cumulative production in Japan totalled 
145.21 million vehicles and overseas production totalled 
55.12 million vehicles.

Marking the achievement, TMC President Akio Toyoda 
said: "I wish to express my heartfelt appreciation to our 
customers the world over who made it possible for us to 
reach this milestone. I also have the most profound respect 
and gratitude for the efforts of all persons who were involved 
in developing, manufacturing, and marketing Toyota and 
Lexus vehicles over the years. We are determined to make 
our cars even better, to continue to give our customers the 
best possible product. This is the common goal of our  
300,000 Toyota staff members worldwide."

The most-produced model among Toyota-brand  
vehicles is the Toyota Corolla. Cumulative worldwide  
Corolla production totaled 39.08 million units as of the  
end of June.

Company sold record 4.97 million 
units during first half of the year, 

up 34% from last year.
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GM evaluates “Clean Burning” fuel 
for metalworking

General Motors has conducted trials of an emerging 
hydrogen-based industrial fuel for metalworking 
operations at its Grand Blanc Weld & Tool Center, in 

place of carbon-based acetylene. MagneGas Corp. shipped 
cylinders of its MagneGas™ fuel to that Flint, Mich., plant, 
which is an automotive body metal fabricating plant for the 
Chevrolet Volt, Cruze, Sonic, and Malibu programs in the 
U.S., the Buick Regal program in Canada, and a small vehicle 
program in Brazil.

"We're excited at the prospect of building a long-lasting 
relationship with GM and we will continue to capitalize 
on growth opportunities by showcasing the versatility and 
superiority of MagneGas," stated president Scott Wainwright.

MagneGas is a “clean burning” fuel that’s produced by 
a process Tampa-based MagneGas Corp. developed and 
patented, and has licensed to numerous manufacturers, 
fabricators, and distributors in the U.S. and overseas.  

That Plasma Arc Flow™ process gasifies liquid industrial, 
municipal, agricultural, and military wastes into the  
hydrogen-base fuel. The fuel can be used for metalworking, 
cooking, heating, or powering bi-fuel vehicles, according  
to the developer.

GM’s trials involved its maintenance and metalworking 
operations at Grand Blanc Weld & Tool Center. MagneGas 
reported that the automaker tested MagneGas™ fuel to assess 
its environmental, health, and safety impacts, and found it to 
cut cleaner, faster and more cost-effectively than acetylene.

"We are always in pursuit of technologies that enhance 
quality and efficiency while also performing well on a holistic 
business case," stated GM’s John Bradburn, manager of 
waste-reduction efforts. "In its current state, this technology 
does just that. We're working closely with MagneGas to 
discuss possible future applications with potential to reduce 
our environmental impact."

Welding operation finds hydrogen-based MagneGas cuts cleaner, faster, 
more cost-effectively than acetylene.
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Volkswagen agrees to buy 
rest of Porsche for €4.46 billion

Volkswagen says it has agreed a deal to buy the 
remaining 50.1% stake in Porsche. VW will pay  
4.46 billion Euros plus one VW common share to 

acquire the stake.
Volkswagen 

Aktiengesellschaft and 
Porsche Automobil 
Holding SE are to 
create the integrated 
automotive group 
through the contribution 
in full of Porsche’s 
automotive business to 
the Volkswagen Group, 
with the move expected 
to already take effect as 
of August 1, 2012. 

Porsche SE will 
contribute its automotive 
business in full to 
Volkswagen AG,  
which already holds 
49.9 percent of  
Porsche AG indirectly. 
Once the transaction 
has closed, Volkswagen 
will hold 100 percent of 
the shares of Porsche 
AG via an intermediate 
holding company. 

In return,  
Porsche SE will  
receive consideration 
totaling around  
€4.46 billion plus 
one ordinary share of 
Volkswagen AG. 

The consolidation 
of Porsche’s highly 
profitable automotive 
business, which is 
expected to take effect 
as from August 1, 2012, 
will have a positive 
impact on  
Volkswagen’s 
consolidated profit. 

“We can now 
cooperate even more 
closely and jointly 
leverage new growth 
opportunities in  
the high-margin 
premium segment,”  
VW CEO Martin 
Winterkorn said in a 
statement. 

“Combining their 
operating business  

will make Volkswagen and Porsche even stronger - both 
financially and strategically - going forward,” he  
continued.



Stainless steel in figures
For the first time, the Brussels-based International  

Stainless Steel Forum (ISSF) has published a range of 
statistics about the global stainless steel industry.  

The documentation can be downloaded from the Forum's 
website and is sub-divided into three sections:  
1. History and Competition,  
2. Current performance,  
3. Potential.  
The information in the publication has been gathered by  
ISSF's Economics and Statistics Department and shows how 
stainless steel has developed in a global context. ISSF intends 
to update the publication each year.

World stainless steel production shrinks slightly  
in first quarter

Brussels,  
12 June 2012. 
The International 
Stainless Steel 
Forum (ISSF) 
has released 
preliminary data, 
which shows that 
stainless steel 
production shrank 
by 2.8% in the first 
three months of 
2012.  

Total production was 8.6 million metric tons (Mt) for the 
quarter, down from 8.8 Mt in the corresponding period  
of 2011. All areas showed a decrease in production in the  
year-on-year comparison.

The biggest decrease appears to be in the Americas  
region with a 22% drop in production during Q1 2012 
compared to the same period last year. Total production is 
reported to be 0.6 Mt. However, there are some discrepancies 
in US stainless crude steel production statistics, which ISSF 
is investigating. China also showed a decline in production of 
1.2% to 3.4 Mt compared to the first quarter of 2011.  
As noted in the table below, CSSC has changed its reporting 
parameters, leading to some uncertainty about the actual level 
of production in China.

Table 1: Stainless crude steel production (in ‘000 metric tons)

Source: International Stainless Steel Forum (ISSF)

1CSSC (the official source of statistical data for the  
Chinese stainless steel industry) has widened the scope of 
reporting companies in the first quarter of 2012.  
Unfortunately, there has been no corresponding correction 
of 2011 data. Based on ISSF’s own data, the relevant values 
for China’s production in the first and fourth quarters of 2011 
have been amended. The amended data is shown in italics.

Stainless steel production in other Asian countries  
showed a very slight decrease (0.6%) to 2.2 Mt in the first 
quarter of 2012. The Western Europe/Africa region showed 
an even smaller decline in production of just 0.3%. Stainless 
production fell by 15% in Eastern Europe in the year-on-year 
comparison.

There is some improvement in production when the  
first quarter of 2012 is compared to the last three months  
of 2011. Western Europe/Africa (+16.5%), the Americas 
(+9.0%) and Asia excluding China (+2.3%) all increased 
production. Eastern Europe (-9.8%) and China (-5.0%)  
showed declines. Overall, stainless steel production  
was up 2.7% in Q1 2012 compared to the quiet final  
quarter of 2011.

ISSF does not expect the negative growth rates to  
continue for the remainder of 2012. The current  
perception is that markets will be driven by real-demand  
and some restocking will occur in the second half of  
the year. For the full year 2012, ISSF expects a slight  
increase on the record production level achieved 
 in 2011.

For further details visit http://www.worldstainless.org
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Western Europe/Africa 1,898 2,210 16,5 2,216 2,210 -0,3
Central and Eastern Europe 84 76 -9,8 89 76 -14,8
The Americas 557 607 9,0 779 607 -22,0
Asia (excluding China) 2,177 2,226 2,3 2,238 2,226 -0,6
China1 3,615 3,433 -5,0 3,476 3,433 -1,2
World total 8,331 8,552 2,7 8,799 8,552 -2,8

 Region 4/2011 1/2012 (p) +/- % 2011 2012 (p) +/- %

 Quarter Q-o-Q First quarter Y-o-Y  





U.S. machine tool sales 
rose 14.5% in May

U.S. manufacturers’ new orders of machine tools and 
related equipment rose 14.5% in May, to $473.92 
million from a revised figure of $413.85 million in April. 

The figures represent a total of 2,235 actual units sold in the 
recent month, versus 2,197 units sold in the previous month. 
AMT – The Association for Manufacturing Technology compiles 
the monthly U.S. Manufacturing Technology Orders (USMTO) 
report, along with regional results, from actual sales reported 
by participating manufacturers and distributors, including both 
domestically produced machines and equipment as well as 
imports.

After a very strong close to 2011, the current year has 
seen less consistent demand from U.S. manufacturers and 
machine shops. The May result, however, brings the 2012 total 
for manufacturing technology orders to $2,235.37 million, up 
12.1% versus the first five months of 2011. The May figure 
also represents an improvement of 19.0% over May 2011 sales 
($398.10 million.)

“The latest USMTO figures indicate both sound health 
and continued expansion in durable goods manufacturing,” 
stated AMT president Douglas K. Woods. “This is backed up by 
other key economic indicators, including an upward revision in 
housing starts and a strong showing in durable goods orders.”

“While the latest PMI saw a slight dip,” Woods continued, 
“overall indications are that manufacturing will continue to lead 
the way in the general economy.”

Manufacturing technology orders showed much greater 
strength in some regions of the country than others. In the 
Northeast, for example, new orders for machine tools and 

related equipment totaled $63.68 million, a 6.0% drop 
from $67.72 million in April and a 0.6% decline from May 
2011 ($64,029 million.) as for the year to date, sales in the 
Northeast stand at $313.37 million, up 2.4% versus the 
January-May period.

In the South, new orders for manufacturing technology 
rose 60.3% in May, to $77.67 million from $48.44 million in 
April, and 40.0% over the %55,469 recorded in May 2011. 
The current year-to-date sales total for the Southern region is 
$293.28 million, 14.3% better than the total for the first five 
months of 2011.

New orders for machine tools rose to $153.17 million for 
May in the Midwest, up 19.8% over the $127.87 million total  
for April, and up 4.9% over $146,086 million recorded for  
May 2011. For the first five months of 2012, the Midwest total 
is $738.08 million, up 7.9% compared with January-May 2011.

The Central states showed a 2.3% increase in 
manufacturing technology orders during May, up to $134.85 
million from $131.76 million in April, but that figure is a 40.7% 
increase over the May 2011 total, $95,826 million. For the 
first five months of 2011, the Central region has recorded total 
sales of $675.93 million, a 22.7% improvement over the like 
period of 2011.

Finally, the Western region reported manufacturing 
technology orders of $44.54 million in May, a 17.0% 
improvement over the April total of $38.07 million, and a 21.6% 
improvement over the May 2011 total of $36,637 million. The 
year-to-date has seen new orders totaling $214.70 million in 
the Western region, 9.4% above the January-May 2011 total.
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Fiat blamed the closure on 'the crisis in the European and 
particularly the Italian automobile market', which it said 
had shrunk 6.3% and 19.7% respectively in the first half 

of the year.
In response to slumping European car sales, Fiat  

(IW 1000/81) will temporarily suspend production at one  
of its Italian plants between August 20 and 31, the company 
said.

"The situation requires us to reduce production to avoid  
a useless and costly accumulation of vehicles," said a  
statement from the group, which includes the Lancia,  
Alfa Romeo, Chrysler, Jeep and Dodge brands.

The affected plant in the southern city of Pomigliano will 

have two extra work weeks tacked on at the end of its  
normal summer break from July 23 to August 17, and  
"the situation will remain under observation for the coming 
months", the group said.

The head of the company, Sergio Marchionne, had said 
earlier that Fiat would be forced to permanently close one of 
its Italian plants if the European market continued to slump.

The announcement on the Pomigliano plant came as  
workers at another factory in the southern city of Cassino  
were on strike to protest the possible closure.

New-car sales in Italy fell 24.4% in June from the same 
period last year, the ninth consecutive monthly drop,  
according to transport ministry figures.

Fiat to temporarily suspend
production at Italy plant

“The latest USMTO figures indicate both sound health and
continued expansion in durable goods manufacturing.”
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EuroBLECH 2012 – For a sustainable future 
of the global sheet metal working industry

As the World’s No. 1 exhibition and business barometer 
for the sheet metal working industry, the show offers 
its audience a comprehensive idea of the prevailing 

technological trends and economic situation. Currently  
the economic outlook for the industry sector is cautiously 
positive. Despite some uncertainty due to the global economic 

situation and the currency 
crisis in the Euro zone, the 
sheet metal working industry 
presents itself as stabilised and 
confident.

A total of 1 516 exhibitors 
from 38 countries have already 
booked a net exhibition space  
of 85 000 square metres at 
EuroBLECH 2012. Compared  
to the previous event in 2010, 
this is an increase of 4% in 
exhibitor numbers and of 8%  
in exhibition space. A total of  
61 500 trade visitors from all 
over the world attended the 
previous show.

Featuring an enormous 
amount of live machine 
demonstrations, EuroBLECH 
is the ideal event for sheet 
metal working professionals 
to find smart solutions and 
the right equipment for their 
companies. With this year’s 
theme ‘For a sustainable future’, 
EuroBLECH puts a special focus 
on energy efficient technology, 
environmentally friendly 
manufacturing processes and 
intelligent use of material. 
“Major developments in 
sheet metal working relate to 
lightweight construction and 
processing of hybrid structures,” 
explains Nicola Hamann, 
Exhibition Director EuroBLECH, 
on behalf of the organisers, 
Mack Brooks Exhibitions. 
“To reflect this development, 
processing of sheet metal/

plastic hybrid 
structures has  
now been included 
in the EuroBLECH 
exhibition profile 
that covers the 
complete sheet 
metal working 
technology chain,” 
says Nicola 
Hamann.

From 23 - 27 October 2012, the 22nd International Sheet Metal Working 
Technology Exhibition will open its doors again in Hanover, Germany.



Central hub for business on a global scale
Increasing global business of the sheet metal working 

industry means that the percentage of international 
participation at the show has gone up again: 49% of this 
year’s exhibitors come from outside Germany. Asia and 
the Americas have now become an inherent part of the 
exhibition. Italy, China, Turkey, the Netherlands, Switzerland, 
Spain, Austria, France, Taiwan, Great Britain and the USA are 
the largest exhibitor countries after Germany. “The leading 
international exhibition for sheet metal working is the central 
hub for business on a global scale. At EuroBLECH, in Hanover, 
suppliers of the latest machines, tools and systems for sheet 
metal working come together with trade visitors from all over 
the world, ready to invest,” says Exhibition Director Nicola 
Hamann.

Comprehensive range of products for sheet metal working
EuroBLECH 2012 covers eight halls of the Hanover 

exhibition grounds. Clearly structured, the exhibition’s  
layout shows the entire sheet metal working technology chain:

• Sheet metal, semi-finished and finished products
 (ferrous/non-ferrous), halls 16,17
• Handling technology, halls 16,17,27
• Separation technology, halls 11,12,14,15,16,17
• Forming technology, hall 27
• Flexible sheet metal working technology, 
 halls 11,12,14,15
• Tube / section working, halls 11,14,15
• Processing of sheet metal / plastic hybrid structures,
 halls 13,16,17,27
• Machine elements and components,  

 halls 11,12,14,15
• Joining and fastening technology, hall 13
• Surface technology for sheet metal / plate 
 (process-related), hall 13
• Tool technology for sheet metal / plate working, 
 halls 13,27
• Process control and quality assurance, 
 halls 11,12,14,15
• Data processing (hardware and software),  

 halls 11,12
• Factory and warehouse equipment,  

 safety at work, environment protection,  
 halls 11,12,13,14,15,16,17

• Services, information and communication, 
 halls 11,12,13,16,17,27

The exhibition will showcase a wide range of machines, 
tools and systems for sheet metal working, including high 
tech as well as conventional machinery and tools. A great 
number of exhibiting research institutions complements the 
event by providing the necessary foundations for technological 
development.

With this comprehensive range of products, EuroBLECH 
is the event for everyone involved in sheet metal production, 
working or trading, from all management levels in small, 
medium-sized or multinational companies. Visitors 
include production specialists, designers, plant managers, 
manufacturers, engineers and buyers as well as students and 
experts from associations. Visitors to EuroBLECH come from 
sectors such as mechanical engineering, sheet metal products 
and components, steel and aluminium construction, the 
automotive industry and its suppliers, rolling mills, iron  
and steel production, heating/ventilation/air conditioning, 
medical technology, renewable energy construction,  
aerospace and shipbuilding.

For further details visit www.euroblech.com
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EMO Hannover 2013 will showcase 
“Intelligence in Production”

The EMO Hannover 2013, the world of metalworking,  
will be held from 16 to 21 September. The  
motto of this globally prestigious trade fair is 

“Intelligence in Production”. Exhibitors from all over the  
world will be spotlighting their solutions for the  
challenges of an internationally focused industry in the  
21st century. 

In a globalised economy, “Intelligence in Production”  
offers an option for meeting the requirements of the 
customers concerned at an enormous spectrum of different 
production locations. At the world’s biggest international 
platform for production technology, the EMO Hannover,  
these intelligent solutions will be on show. “Our customers  
are facing major challenges worldwide,” says   
Dr. Wilfried Schäfer, Executive Director of the EMO  
organiser VDW (German Machine Tool Builders’ Association) 
in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. In the face of enormous 
pressure on costs, plus exceptionally tough requirements for 
efficiency and minimised environmental impact, production 
operations will have to be maximally cost-effective in the 
future as well. “Production experts from all over the world  
are seeking answers to these challenges, which is why  
they are looking forward with keen anticipation to the  
EMO Hannover 2013,” adds Schäfer. 

Vendors who help their customers to flourish on  
the global market can score heavily. “Intelligence in 
Production” is the key to this. 

Partner on the global market
In the past 20 years, international machine tool 

consumption has risen by 70 per cent. More than half of  
the world’s production output of machine tools is exported. 
From Europe alone comes one machine in two, delivered to 
more than 70 different countries. 

This opens up major opportunities for the vendors  
of production technology who respond appropriately to 
regional idiosyncrasies and customers’ wishes, and are  
able to intelligently organise their capabilities for  
disparate markets. Harnessing technical expertise, 
comprehensive technological know-how and superlative 
process competence to meet customers’ wishes  
worldwide, this is the task, and one that usually entails  
severe pressure on costs and from competitors for the 
company. 

“Customers want can-do partners on the global market,” 
says Schäfer. This means that the appropriate technical 
capabilities must be complemented by a global presence 
and responsive reachability, dependable customer support 
worldwide, and a comprehensive range of services, all the 
way through to local production. At the EMO Hannover 2013, 
around 2,000 firms from all over the world will be  
showcasing their corporate capabilities as partners for their 
customers on the global market.

Innovation for production facilities worldwide
Efficiency, quality, flexibility and availability constitute 

the foundations for any company’s success, irrespective of 
where its production operations are located. Minimal cost 
advantages are crucial in determining whether an order 
will be placed or not. And these are achieved by means of 
intelligent production technology. 

The principal focus here throughout is to improve 
machinery concepts, control technology and software,  
tools and processes. With a continuous stream of  
innovations in all fields, the functionality of intelligent 
production systems is being constantly upgraded.  
Current customer requirements like changing batch sizes,  
an infinite number of different product variants,  
new materials, requirements for sustainability in  
production operations and much, much more constitute 
additional drivers for innovations. In order to handle these 
complex jobs, the demand for communication capabilities 
is rising. “Intelligence in Production” accordingly ensures 
that modern-day production systems are integrated into a 
company’s entire IT world. 

How this functions smoothly, and what innovations are 
being offered for production facilities worldwide, will be 
showcased at the EMO Hannover 2013, the world’s biggest 
innovation forum in the metalworking industry.  

Intelligent support for machine operators 
For a vendor of production technology, however, it is 

not sufficient to accentuate his profile on the market solely 
with high-tech capabilities. The conditions encountered at 
customers’ facilities are highly disparate. “Quite generally, 
the requirements that machine operators have to master are 
becoming progressively more extensive and more complex,” 
says the VDW’s Executive Director Schäfer. Quality assurance, 
documentation, machine monitoring and maintenance or 
assuring energy-efficient operations: these are just a few of 
the keywords in this context.  

“Intelligence in Production” assists the operator to 
perform all his assigned tasks with maximised dependability, 
supported by tools like multimedial elements in the control 
system, web-based diagnostic systems, tele-service, 
innovative hotline concepts, and much, much more. In 
addition, specific training concepts assure the customer of 
the requisite skills in-house on a long-term basis as well.  

Finally, the adaptation of intelligent assistance functions 
to suit the particular market concerned, alone or in 
conjunction with local vendors, is an invaluable unique  
selling point for a vendor. The EMO Hannover 2013 will  
reveal who is able to offer this.   

The registration documents for the EMO Hannover will 
be sent out to more than 60 different countries. The closing 
date for registrations is December 2012. Exhibitors can also 
register under www.emo-hannover.de.

Exhibitors will be giving their answers to challenges 
for production technology worldwide – registration documents sent out 

to more than 60 countries.





ZW3D is the new name in affordable, all-in-one (as the 
company calls it), CAD/CAM solutions in South Africa. 

The ZW3D Premium Edition offers a full solution, 
solid design, assembly design, hybrid design, drafting design, 
reverse engineering, core & cavity design and sheet metal. 
Also included in this package is 2 axis lathe and 3 axis surface 
machining modules. If you require multi-axis machining, then 
an optional module can be added.

ZWsoft who publish ZW3D have had over 100 new  
features added and 140 improvements on its predecessor. 
New features include a customisable yet easy to navigate 
“ribbon interface” to access ZW3D workflow. 3D direct edit 
has been enhanced, its intuitive interface allows for directly 
selecting edges and surfaces, then drag to edit, enabling 
modification or creation of fillets, chamfers, draft angles and 
feature transitions.

ZW3D is easy to use, but comes with build in  
“Show-n-Tell™” tutorials which act like 3D books, and  
so shortens the learning curve and reduces training costs.

ZW3D can import all major CAD file formats including 
SolidWorks, NX, Catia V4 and V5, Inventor, Pro/E, IGES, STEP, 
STL, DXF and DWG. ZW3D 2012 can also export Parasolid and 
3D-PDF formats.

Earlier this year ZWsoft partnered with Lightworks, and has 
introduced Artisan, giving the ZW3D 2012 the ability to create 
fully rendered photo realistic images. 

ZW3D 2012 can be used in any industry that requires  
design and manufacturing capabilities, and due to its low cost 
of ownership, according to the company, is ideal for new  
start-up companies that require an integrated CAD/CAM  
solution. Typical industry sectors would be tool, die & mould, 
small engineering shops, reverse engineering agencies,  

industrial design companies, the mining sector 
and educational institutes.

ZW3D is available for a free 30 day trial.  
A student version has also been launched, giving 
students the ability to improve their CAD/CAM 
skills, which can only help with their future  
employment opportunities.

ZW3D is available in a modular format, 
whether you need a design, a machining package 
or both.

ZWsoft employs over 400 software  
engineers and ZW3D has over 180 000 users in 
80 countries worldwide. TDM Solutions, who  
have offices in Midrand, Gauteng and Cape Town 
and over 25 years of industry experience  
within the automotive, aerospace and TDM  
sectors, will market the product in South Africa. 
TDM Solutions offers sales, technical support  
and training in ZW3D and will be exhibiting at 
AfriMold 2012. 

For more information call TDM Solutions  
on TEL: 011 805 9627 or visit the website at  
www.tdmsolutions.co.za
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PROducT   REVIEW

ZW3D CAD/CAM software for 3D 
modeling, mould design and machining 

now available in South Africa

ZW3D is easy to use, but comes with build in “Show-n-Tell™” tutorials which act 
like 3D books, and so shortens the learning curve and reduces training costs
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The HyPerformance HPRXD product line features enhanced 
capabilities, giving end users more options and flexibility 
for multiple cutting applications. The Powermax105® 

is another new development and the most powerful unit in 
the Powermax family. This 105-amp air plasma system for 
handheld and automated cutting and gouging is designed to 
comfortably cut 32 mm thick metals and sever metal up to  

50 mm  
thick. 

The 
advanced 
technologies 
Rapid  
Part™  
and  
True Hole™ 
are  
part of 

Hypertherm’s Integrated 
Plasma Cutting Solutions 
platform - a combination of hardware and CAM nesting 
software providing revolutionary performance. With Rapid 
Part technology, Hypertherm products integrate seamlessly to 
significantly increase productivity, without operator intervention.

The two HyIntensity™ Fiber Laser systems (2.0 kW and  
1.0 kW) are also new. These additional fiber laser systems are 
like the 1.5 kW - fully-integrated and include the power source, 
cutting head, gas supply, operator interface consoles, motion 
controls and software and are specifically designed for cutting 
applications, including marking and fine-feature cutting.  

All Fiber Laser systems include the power source, cutting 
head, gas supply, operator interface consoles, motion controls 
and software and are fully integrated.

For more information contact Yvette Leeflang on email 
yvette.leeflang@hypertherm.com or via the website  
www.hypertherm.com

Hypertherm introduces
new and improved metal
cutting systems
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It creates and modifies 3D sheet metal parts and  
assemblies, providing design flexibility along with a unique 
2D-to-3D method of creating 3D objects. Unfolding is 

automatic and flexible, and because Radan can easily import 
models from other systems it makes flat blank development 
simple.

Radview is an intranet-based drawing and document  
management system, giving straightforward, effective and 
secure control of drawing distribution. Allowing users to  
search through drawings and data to identify the correct  
document, annotate, print and email them. It also includes 
scanned images of old drawings, design specifications and 
spreadsheets.

Radraft is a comprehensive draughting solution for  
drawing preparation and 2D geometry manipulation,  
whether it’s a drawing, a sheet metal profile in Radan 3D,  
or a sheet metal part in Radpunch or Radprofile. And its  
automatic healing module overcomes unreliable geometry,  
by searching through the line and arc geometry to solve a 
variety of problems, including closing small gaps in profiles 
that are invisible to the naked eye but would stop a profiling 
machine.

Radnest analyses the true shape of components,  
dramatically increasing sheet utilisation and delivering  
substantial material cost saving. When used with Radpunch 
the tooling for each part is compared against the available  
stations in the turret or tool changer. This may restrict the 
orientation at which a part may be placed, or mean that a  
different part is selected for the current nest, ensuring that 

the nest doesn’t exceed the tooling capacity of a machine  
tool. Without this feature, it may result in a program that 
couldn’t be run. And with Radprofile, Radnest can produce 
nests using common line cuts between adjacent parts to  
further reduce cycle time and increase material utilisation.  
It can even combine linear cuts with nesting parts with a 
bridge of material between them, in a single nest.

Radprofile itself combines sophisticated technology with  
a high level of automation to provide powerful and effective 
CNC programming for laser, plasma, flame cutting and  
waterjet machines across the full range of manufacturers.  

It also integrates seamlessly with 
Radpunch to provide a  
comprehensive solution for  
combination machines such as 
punch/laser or punch/plasma.

Radpunch’s comprehensive 
tooling support includes wheels, 
slug-less slitters, scribing tools and 
shears. Close proximity slitting tools 
are supported, allowing punching 
near the clamps.  Radpunch systems 
are pre-configured to replicate a 
user’s particular machine tool, and a 
unique graphical interface makes it 
simple and quick to prepare a part for 
picking. Radan’s huge library of post 
processors and machine simulation 
program verifiers support its  
high level of machine-specific  
functionality.

Although a profiling or punch  
machine only cuts one part at a time, 

Radan software for design,
quoting, part feasibility, nesting and
manufacture in sheetmetal industry



Radan 3D is a high performance and versatile modelling package 
simplifying sheet metal design and engineering assembly modelling.





it is generally cutting a nest 
of parts from a single sheet, 
and the process of moving 
from one part to another is 
extremely quick. However, 
the press brake is much 
more labour intensive and 
time consuming. As only one 
part can be folded on a press 
brake at once, it is difficult to 
keep up with the increasing 
speed of the cutting process 
before it. In the past the only 
way to overcome this  
bottleneck has been to buy 
more machines or work  
additional shifts – both being 
a costly and not totally effective solution. So whenever a  
process line is being produced for a delivery order it is  
generally found that the press brake is the sticking point. 

However, this is overcome through offline programming 
with Radbend, which provides full, accurate 3D-model  
simulation of the bending process, including advanced  
features such as automatic bend sequence calculation,  
automatic tool selection and finger stop placement.  
The ability to program and verify bending operations offline, 

frees valuable machine time, while improving first-off  
reliability, reducing manufacturing costs. And automatic  
collision detection eliminates costly errors both for the tooling 
and the machine tool itself.

Radm-ax is a 5-axis programming system for multi-axis 
laser or water-jet cutting machines in the general engineering, 
automotive and aerospace industries. Cutting operations are 
generally divided into outer trims – the external forms of the 
part – and inner trims, which represent the internal cut-outs 
and other features to be machined. While their basic toolpaths 
can be generated automatically, they can also be easily  
created and refined manually. Users have full control over how 
each inner and outer trim is handled. The toolpath can also be 
edited regarding how the cutting nozzle is angled towards it, or 
how it handles jigs and fixture features.

And Radtube is specialist programming software for rotary 
and multi-axis cutting  
machines used by the tube  
cutting and manipulation 
industry. A library of  
parametric tube shapes 
simplifies the creation of the 
tube material to be cut. And 
a library of parametric hole 
shapes means specialist 
joint features such as duck 
tails, clips and key holes can 
easily be added. Radan’s 
nesting capabilities help  
users to nest multiple parts 
on a single pipe or  
section, by creating  
individual programs for each 
part, then simulating and 
checking the cutting path. 
Previously machined parts 

can be nested into a multiple number of tubes where each 
nested tube can be post processed to form a complete  
NC program – giving maximum yield and minimum waste  
from expensive materials.

Radan’s twice-yearly releases include new and updated 
functionality. Engineers are currently working on 2013 R1, in 
which it is hoped to include new developments allowing  
multi-tools to be configured, manipulated and deployed more 
easily. The major change in concept will be around the  

statement “A multi-tool is a 
tool, not a turret.” Deploying 
a multi-tool configuration 
will be done by defining the 
“available (to buy)” for the 
machine tool. For example, 
a configuration for a Trumpf 
machine will have the  
definitions – shape, number 
of stations – of all multi-tools 
a customer may purchase 
for a machine tool, without 
allocation to a tool station as 
yet. This represents a major 
change from the current 
situation where a multi-tool is 
always allocated to a station, 
which is very work-intensive 
and inflexible.  

For further details contact 
the local agents Stillam on  
TEL: 011 663 2600
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TaeguTec has launched a new line of splitter inserts 
that reduce the cutting force. With the same high 
helix cutting edge as the inserts, as well as small chip 

splitting capabilities, the new line ensures high feed milling 
and long tool life via minimal noise and vibration stemming 
from lower cutting forces. For end-users this translates into 
carrying out the machining process under the condition of 
smooth and stable operation.

The new insert is mountable to the current cutters  
and those without any modification. It is the ideal  
insert providing lower cutting force in long overhang 
situations characterised by vibration, an unstable  
fixture and low horse-power machining on higher cutting 
depth and width.

Other features for the chip splitter type insert include 
the helical cutting edge geometry which enables double feed 
rate, improved chip evacuation (chip split into small pieces), 
reduced heat generation, is 
suitable for long overhang 
machining (weak machining  
and fixture applications),  
has a high depth and width  
of cut, can be mounted  
on all standard cutter lines 
without any modification  
and protects the machine spindle 
credit to reduced vibration.

The ChaseMill family of 
cutting tools is part of  
TaeguTec’s milling product line 
that offers a wide range of 
cutters and end mills with a 
multitude of inserts.  
The ChaseMill can cater to all 
general milling applications.

Chase2Feed - 1.5 mm maximum depth milling  
in high feed conditions

TaeguTec’s Chase2Feed (BLMP 06) line not only  
enables increased productivity with higher feed rates  
under conditions of 1.0 mm maximum depth of cut but  
is also a cost effective solution credit to its four cutting  
edges.

Customers in die & mould industries using this line  
can benefit from exceptional 
performance advantages in 
facing, shouldering, straight 
ramping, helical ramping and 
cavity machining. To further 
satisfy customers’ demands  
for faster production time  
as well as reduced cycle time  
with stable machining,  
TaeguTec is expanding  
the line with a new  
insert size (BLMP 09)  
that is capable of  
depths of cut up to 1.5 mm. 
Various cutter types  
including end mills,  
modular head and face mills  
are available in this new  
product program.

Other features include  
a positive rake angle which enables low cutting forces 
(smooth cutting), a rigid clamping mechanism with  
unique pocket design and high tensile clamping screw,  
M3.5, minimum diameter 25 mm with two teeth,  
it is a coolant through type for excellent chip evacuation  
and is available in end mill, modular head and  
face mill type.

For further details contact TaeguTec South Africa on  
TEL: 011 362 1500

Now available for TaeguTec’s 
ChaseMill and Chase2Mill line, 

a new chip splitter insert
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The Bend-
Guide app 
now makes 

this possible. 
The new mobile 
application by 
TRUMPF makes 
the major 
parameters 
available  
to job  
schedulers, 
designers 
and  

operators – on the smartphone or tablet PC – whenever 
they’re needed. These include the press power, die width,  
minimum leg length, installation height monitoring, inside 
bending radius, and the weight of the sheet metal and its  
tooling. Each of these factors can quickly be calculated. 

What’s more, users receive current news and brochures 
on the topic of bending. The operating interface for this mobile 
app is available in German, English, Spanish, Italian, French or 
Czech. 

BendGuide is available for the iOS and Android operating 
systems and as a web app for every standard PC. Just visit 
www.trumpf-machines.com/bendguide.

For further information contact Retecon Machine Tools  
on TEL: 011 976 8600

Calculating the major bending parameters simply
and quickly, anywhere, anytime. 

Bending on the go - 
new TRUMPF

bending app BendGuide
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OptiRest is the latest 3D high speed toolpath from CNC 
Software/Mastercam. According to the company, the 
solution performs rest rough milling operations to remove 

stock left from roughing passes with large cutters. The new 
toolpath compares the in-process stock model to the intended 
shape to create an optimized dynamic milling 
cleanup pass. 

The toolpath supports cutters capable of  
machining very large depths of cut. It uses an  
intelligent roughing algorithm based on  
Mastercam's 2D high-speed dynamic milling  
motion. A single toolpath can cut material in 
two directions: on step downs (-Z) and step ups 
(+Z). This efficient bi-directional cutting strategy 
removes the maximum amount of material with 
the minimum of step downs, reducing cycle times, 
according to Mastercam.

"The beauty of OptiRest is that you don't need 
any special tooling to use it. It simply uses the 

tools you have now, but in a much more efficient way,"  
said Gary Hargreaves, vice president of business development 
at Mastercam.

For more information contact Mecad Systems on  
TEL: 086 111 2236

Mastercam's OptiRest toolpath
reduces roughing time

New toolpath compares in-process stock model to intended shape.



Samsung Machine Tools has "Something for Everyone" 
with their line of CNC turning lathes, vertical machining 
centers, and drilling & tapping machines.

Samsung are renowned for superb technology, high quality 
and competitive prices and the range of high spec machines on 
offer through Dugard are no exception.

Samsung Machine Tools incorporates an extensive range 
of turning centres, featuring 6”~24” chucks, up to 3.2 metres 
between centres and mill/drill capacity as well as the option for 
sub spindle, C and Y axes. These milling capabilities combined 
with X and Y axis spindle control gives you rigidity, flexibility and 

the precision to handle complex shapes.

9-axis integrated multi-tasking machine iMT 420
This high speed high/rigidity multi-tasking machine has an 

independent orthogonal 3-axis milling head including a B-axis 
and operates at feed rates of 50 m/min. The X1/Z1 travels are 
850 / 2110 mm, the Y/W axis travels are 420/1950 mm and 
the X2/Z2 travels are 250/1900 mm. 

Spindle speeds can run from 35 to 10 000 rpm on the 
milling spindle with a maximum torque of 233 Nm. These are 
35 to 4000 rpm on the main spindle. The swing over bed is 
670 mm with a maximum turning diameter of 670 mm and a 
maximum turning length of 2018 mm. The machine has a 10” 
chuck, a magazine capacity of 40 and weighs in at 18 tons.

LCV 1060 S vertical machining centre 
The LCV 1060 S vertical machining centre has XYZ travels 

of 2 500 x 1 060 x 900 mm, a table 2800 x 1060 mm that  
can carry a maximum load of 5 000 Kg. The spindle speed is  
8 000 rpm and the spindle motor drive is 15/18 kW.

Feed rates are 16 m/min on the XYZ axis with a tool 
change time of 2,5 seconds and the carousel carrying a 24 tool 
capacity. The tool shank is BT 50.

For further details contact Samsung Machine tools  
South Africa on TEL: 011 392 1949.
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Samsung launches two new machines
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CoroMill Plura and Shrink Fit with iLock™ 

for risk free titanium milling

The axial forces created when machining in ISO S 
materials with a solid carbide end mill puts very 
high demands on the clamping mechanism. 

In some situations the tool can pull out 
from the chuck 
despite the 
chuck´s high 
clamping 
force. 

Components 
that are 

produced in 
these materials  

are expensive with a 

large number of machining hours invested 
and the consequence of tool pull out is 
catastrophic.

The new iLock fixturing system 
solves this problem by securing the end 

mill without interfering with the runout 
precision of Shrink Fit. This is achieved by 

helical grooves that are ground into the shank 
of the tool. These, together with the respective pin 

drivers in the chuck prevent the tool from being pulled 
out of the holder during extreme machining conditions. This 
solution not only reduces production time by a factor of  
two to three it will also reduce the tool usage with the  
same factor.

These new chucks and solid carbide end mills offer a 
combination of security of pull out prevention with high 
precision, providing optimized metal cutting efficiency.

The CoroMill Plura with iLock program will be focused 
towards titanium milling in aerospace frame components.

For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on  
TEL: 0860 101 006 or Mary-Ann Germishuys on  
TEL: 011 570 9615 or email: mary-ann.germishuys@sandvik.com

Introduction of a new iLock fixturing system
for use in milling of ISO S materials.

Simultaneous milling and turning 
mean double the productivity 

With two new machining centers, Chiron is now also 
offering simultaneous milling and full-fledged turning 
at the highest speed. The simultaneous use of two 

tools means double the productivity and significantly reduced 
throughput times.

The modular assembly of the FZ08 MT and FZ12 MT 
with swivel head, turning spindle, tool revolver and optional 
opposed spindle enables customer-specific configuration of 
the machining centres and their use in many fields.

The FZ12 MT offers double the productivity thanks to 
halved throughput times. The compact and fast machining 
center with swivel head, turning spindle, tool revolver and 
opposed spindle make turning and milling possible at the 
same time by simultaneous use of two tools. For the greatest 
accuracy, it is equipped with up to eleven controllable 
axes with direct path measurement systems. The range of 
applications for the FZ12 MT is broad: The opposed spindle 
with swivel axis permits complex five-axis operations and  
six-sided workpiece machining with the highest surface 
quality. This innovation can be seen in the equipment 
variation with bar loader for the manufacture of brass  

circuit board carriers.  
For more information contact Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd on  

TEL: 011 970 1930





Among a number of other enhancements, this latest 
version will feature a totally revamped surface-machining 
module offering PartMaker users some of the most 

powerful CAM machining algorithms on the market today for 3-, 
4- and 5-axis simultaneous milling operations on a variety of 
machining platforms including CNC mills, turn-mill centres,  
bar-fed mills and Swiss-type lathes.

PartMaker will be demonstrated in the Delcam booth, 
E-3222, alongside the company’s other leading-edge 
manufacturing software products including the PowerMILL, 
PowerSHAPE, FeatureCAM, ArtCAM and PowerINSPECT ranges. 
The Delcam booth will be the largest CAM booth at IMTS 2012, 
where the most comprehensive range of CAM products at the 
show will be on display.

PartMaker has pioneered the field of CAM software for 
multi-axis turn-mill centres and Swiss-type lathes. The software 
offers a vast array of robust post-processors and  
machine-simulation files for virtually every machine model  

ever built from such leading builders as Citizen, Mazak,  
Star, Mori-Seiki, Tsugami, Okuma, Tornos, Doosan,  
Hanwha, Nakamura and many, many others. PartMaker’s 
technology for automating the programming of multi-axis  
turn-mill centres and Swiss-type lathes is protected by two  
U.S. patents.

PartMaker 2013 proves that power and ease of use 
don’t have to be trade-offs users have to make with their 
CAM system,” says PartMaker Inc. division President 
Hanan Fishman. "With a host of new, advanced milling 
strategies, PartMaker 2013 offers its users perhaps the most 
comprehensive and powerful CAM system on the market today 
for the full spectrum of production machining applications, all 
while maintaining the software’s hallmark, industry-leading 
ease of use.”

"PartMaker’s new Advanced Surface Machining (ASM) 
functionality is based on the same technology and algorithms 
underpinning Delcam’s PowerMILL, the leading CAM system on 
the market for the manufacture of complex shapes,” claimed 
Mr Fishman. "The new functionality offered in PartMaker’s ASM 
answers the needs of our customers making increasingly more 
complicated parts, particularly for those in the medical-device 
and aerospace arenas. Also, machine tools are becoming more 
complex, with 5-axis simultaneous milling now even becoming 
available on a number of Swiss-type lathes.”

ASM will replace PartMaker’s Surface Machining Wizard 
(SMW) module for three-, four- and five-axis machining across 
the entire suite of PartMaker CAM applications, including 
PartMaker Mill, PartMaker Turn-Mill and PartMaker SwissCAM. 
For existing PartMaker users, the upgrade to ASM will be 
provided free of cost and the transition will be very easy to 
make. The benefits of the ASM module include faster tool path 
calculation, greater tool control and improved surface finish. 
Each strategy provides for full tool control enabling them to 
be used in either traditional 3-axis methods or up to 5-axis 
simultaneous machining methods, depending on a machine 
tool’s capability.

PartMaker ASM will also include Delcam’s new Vortex  
high-speed area-clearance strategy, for which Delcam has 
a patent pending. This has been developed by Delcam 
specifically to gain the maximum benefit from solid carbide 
tooling, in particular those designs that can give deeper cuts  
by using the full flute length as the cutting surface. It can be 
used for 2.5 and 3-axis roughing, 3+2-axis area clearance and 
rest machining.

The introduction of ASM extends PartMaker’s 5-axis 
simultaneous milling functionality to CNC milling centres, 
making PartMaker an unsurpassed solution for  
production-oriented manufacturers to solve all of their  
CNC programming challenges, milling, turning, wire EDM,  
turn-mill and Swiss with one, unified programming platform.

For more information contact PBS Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 914 3360

Powerful multi-axis milling
in PartMaker 2013

Delcam’s PartMaker Division will preview the 2013 version
of PartMaker for programming CNC mills, lathes, wire EDM, turn-mill centres 

and Swiss-type lathes at Machine Tools Africa 2012. 
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The mobile app’s debut coincided with the release  
of Solid Edge with Synchronous Technology 5 (ST 5).  
It’s strictly a viewer that allows those who do not  

have Solid Edge software to receive and inspect  
3D design files created in the software. The app also 
displays manufacturing information, such as dimensions, 
materials, and suppliers. You are able to select and isolate 
subcomponents to hide or display. The demo version  
doesn’t have a structure viewer or annotation tools,  
but such enhancements could be a natural progression  
of the app’s future.

Also in the future of Solid Edge is a new version of 

Insight, dubbed Solid Edge Insight XT (stands for extended 
technology). Insight, which debuted in 2001, serves as a 
product data management (PDM) platform for tracking, 
storing, sharing, and managing Solid Edge files. Insight XT, 
deployable on Microsoft SharePoint, will include,  
among other things, support for Office documents,  
displaying multiple revisions and their statuses (released,  
still in edit, and so on), and a relationship browser  
(a diagram showing relationships among subassemblies).  
No official pricing is available yet, but Insight XT is aimed at 
small and midsize businesses (SMBs).

For further details contact Esteq on TEL: 012 809 9500

Siemens PLM Connection 2012: 
Solid Edge for iPad,
Insight XT for SMBs

Solid Edge Viewer for iPad
is a free app that is available

from the Apple app store.
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Gasparini’s X-PRESS 
eco press brake series

For those of you visiting EuroBlech 
2012 you will be able to see 
Gasparini’s X-PRESS eco press  

brake series in action. Unveiled at 
Lamiera 2012, the machines are in  
line with Gasparini’s new strategy  
Eco Concept: a package of innovative  
and customer oriented solutions  
aimed at reducing consumption of 
energy and having less impact on the 
environment.

According to the company the 
Eco Concept revolves around this  
period of critical economic times  
whereby energy saving assumes a  
double value, a company resources 
utilisation and care of the environment 
for a better future.

The first application of the  
Eco Concept is the brand new  
X-PRESS eco press brake series.  
This series is environmentally 
friendly, offers energy saving, speed, 
noiselessness, limited maintenance,  
less waste and has extreme precision  
and repeatability as the trademarks of 
the new X-PRESS eco.

Power when you need it
On the X-PRESS eco, thanks to a new 

configuration of the hydraulic pump, you 
monitor the flow rate in the hydraulic 
circuit depending on the bending process, 
the motor is controlled by an inverter and 
it is activated only when the machine 
has to operate, always delivering only the 

power requested by the bending process 
and the right pressure on the circuit is 
controlled during the stand-by phases 
without any flow, and therefore any 
energy waste.

Thanks to the eco system on the 
X-PRESS eco series the consumption 
management of an electric press 
brake, without the limits of the electric 
technology, is perfectly combined with 
the bending force that only a hydraulic 
machine can assure. Savings of up to 
50% are achieved on the eco version as 
compared to the standard machines.

Longer oil life, less waste
On the X-PRESS eco series Gasparini 

says you can achieve a huge reduction 
of the maximum oil temperature, thanks 
to the control of the flow rate. This 
limits the oil thermic stress, achieves a 
performances steadiness, lowers heat 
and energy waste, a longer oil life is 
possible and there is longer pump and 
system life due to less maintenance.

Noiseless machine
The X-PRESS eco series is a noiseless 

machine because the pump, which 
represents the principal cause of the 
noise, produces significantly less noise 
in respect to conventional press brakes.
Tests show that noise level on the 
operator side never exceeds 63* dBa, 
even at full power.

The series is equipped with the 
active crowning system family ACSG, 

the patented Reflex proportional 
frame deflection 

compensation system and 
the patented angle and 

control system 
GPS4, the 
new control 
PHOENI-X, 
developed 
by Gasparini 
Industries 
and the new 
graphical touch 
screen DA-66T 
by Delem. 

For further 
details contact 
Talmac  
Machine  
Tools on TEL: 
011 827 6539
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The TNC 640 control is Heidenhain’s first milling control 
offered with optional turning enabling it to perform multi-
operation machining.  Just as with all other TNC controls, 

the user only needs to enter all the programming steps for a 
turning operation in plain language, just as he does for milling. 

New with the TNC 640 is the 
optimised user interface, which gives 
the user greater transparency during 
programming, presents functions better 
and displays status information more 
clearly. The TNC 640 also introduces a 
new stainless steel control design and a 
specially prepared keyboard surface and 
screen frame to eliminate fingerprints.

Also to be introduced at the IMTS 
2012 show are Heidenhain’s new  
TS 460 and TT 460, the first touch 
probes that enable the user to transmit 

the trigger signal either over infrared or radio waves — without 
having to change the touch probe. This gives the users the 
benefits of a very wide transmission range (radio) and fast 
signal transmission (infrared).

During IMTS, Heidenhain will introduce other new  
motion control products from its 
varying lines, as well as showcase 
those already well established by 
Heidenhain in the industry.   
Products from Acu-Rite, a Heidenhain 
sister company, will also be in this 
IMTS booth featuring their market 
leading DRO systems as well as the 
3500i, an exciting touch screen  
CNC mill control now available to the 
market.

For further details contact  
Mafema Sales on TEL: 011 314 4416

Heidenhain’s newest touch probes 
as well as the introduction of the 

TNC 640 control

AccuteX EDM manufactures several EDMs ranging from  
3 to 5-axes and with a full range of features. Recent 
studies of EDM users have found that almost half of each 

EDM-focused job shop will perform simpler work, requiring no 
more than 3 axes.

AccuteX’s new EZ-53SA 3-axis CNC wire model has a  
XYZ work envelope of 500 x 300 x 180 mm features a  
reliable AWT (Automatic Wire Threader) and the advanced 
Windows-based CE control, and it can accommodate more  
than the average jobs that come into a shop. An optional  
4th axis indexing capability is available. All of the consumable 
items that fit on other AccuteX EDMs are compatible with  
the EZ-53SA. 

On the other end of the sophistication spectrum,  
AccuteX has recently introduced SP-300iA 5-Axis CNC Wire 
EDM. This machine features the latest “Microsparking 
Technology”, the MST-II function that provides exceptional part 
finishes. Aerospace and medical industries in particular have 
demands for low recast and fine finishes. Further, this machine 
is built for rigidity with a Meehanite cast honeycomb base,  

highly-
ribbed 
column 
that is 
mounted 
with oversized UVZ axis and reinforced lower arm for added 
stiffness. All castings are stabilized and subjected to rigorous 
testing to insure maximum strength, high precision, and 
durability. 

The X, Y, Z working range is 350 x 250 x 220 mm.  
U and V axes are both 80 mm. The U-V axis mechanism is 
placed in a cabinet above the working area, assuring optimal 
rigidity and protection from humidity and physical damage. 
The axes are driven by means of closed-loop AC servo motors 
and controlled by a linear glass scale feedback system. The 
SP-300iA also incorporates the latest generation ball-retainer 
type guideways, which reduce 90 percent of friction variation 
compared to conventional guideways. 

For further details contact EDM Shop on  
TEL: 011 762 5231

AccuteX EDM wire and 
die sinker machines –  
from simple to 
sophisticated
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Under the theme, “Productivity in Motion,” the presentation 
will focus on turnkey solutions for the job shop, 
aerospace, automotive, mold/die and medical part 

manufacturing industries.  
For machine tool builders and end-users, Siemens will 

exhibit the newest innovations in CNC (Computer Numerical 
Control), motor and drive technology, as well as new  
value-adding services ranging from condition monitoring and 
manufacturing IT to innovative solutions for CNC training and 
machine tool retrofits.  

New CNC solution for the shopfloor
Siemens will introduce a shop floor CNC specifically 

designed and engineered for the 230V, three-phase)  
economy-priced market, with up to three-axis plus spindle 
control capability in milling or turning applications. Offered 
as a package with Siemens Sinamics drives and Simotics 
motor solutions, this new control will be 
demonstrated on a knee mill, during the 
show.  This new CNC will be available for 
both OEM machine builds and in-the-field 
retrofit.  

Solutions for the job shop
New for IMTS 2012, the Sinumerik 

828D BASIC T (turning) and BASIC M 
(milling) will also be on display,  
expanding this range of Siemens CNC 
to enhance job shop performance in all 
segments of this market.  

The Sinumerik 828D BASIC T is 
designed to address the needs of 
shopfloor turning machines.  

It combines CNC, PLC, operator  
panel and axis control for five  
axes/spindles, including live tooling.  
Milling and drilling operations on a  
turning machine, both for face and 
peripheral surfacing, are therefore 
possible. In tandem with the new Sinamics 
S120 Combi drives package, the 
828D BASIC T represents a new 
level of efficiency and virtually 
maintenance-free operation, as 
the fans, hard disks and batteries 
of past CNC generations are 
eliminated.  

Likewise, the new Sinumerik 
828D BASIC M class features the 
same quality performance as  
the T class, for use on milling 
machines. Even in complex 
moldmaking operations,  

mirror-smooth surfacing and reduced machining times are 
enabled. Again, in tandem with Sinamics S120 Combi drives 
package and Simotics feed and spindle motors, the 828D 
BASIC T will operate a milling machine at the highest level of 
performance possible. Superior axis and spindle dynamics 
within a broad speed bandwith yield quality workpieces, every 
time.  

All the other benefits of the Siemens CNC family, including 
the Sinumerik Operate graphical user interface platform as well 
as ShopMill and ShopTurn easy programming are offered in 
these new 828D CNCs.  

The Sinumerik 828D is capable of full graphical, high-level 
language command and supports ISO programming that is 
customary in the United States. This control family is ideal for 
single-part and small-batch production. Programming time can 
be further reduced for small-batch production with the use of 
the ShopMill and ShopTurn graphical workstep programming 

system, while high-level language 
programming can be used in conjunction 
with programGuide to significantly 
reduce programming times for  
large-scale serial production.  

Also included with this expansion 
of the Sinumerik 828D family of 
CNC, modern PC and mobile phone 
technology are also available to the 
mid-range machine tool. Extensive 
online help animations and a new type 
of input prompting system with moving 
picture sequences provide the basis 
for exceptional user convenience. USB, 
Compact Flash (CF) card and Ethernet 
ports enable high-speed data transfers 
onto storage media or integration of the 
control system into corporate networks.  

Through the use of its Easy Message 
functionality, the Sinumerik 828D family 
offers production status monitoring 
by text messaging (SMS). Depending 
on the recipient’s profile settings, the 

machine tool can transmit 
information about workpiece 
machining status, report on the 
tool condition currently in use 
and send machine maintenance 
bulletins to a mobile phone, 
anytime and anywhere. These 
combined functions are 
designed to help keep machine 
downtime to a minimum.

For further information 
contact Siemens on  
TEL: 011 652 3640

Siemens to present innovations 
for greater machine tool productivity

At this year’s International Manufacturing Technology Show (IMTS) 
in Chicago, Siemens will introduce new solutions and services for 

machine tool manufacturers and end-users.
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Renishaw's RLP40 and OLP40 lathe inspection probes offer 
a choice of radio or optical signal transmission technologies 
to make part setup and inspection on turning centers  

accurate and reliable. Measuring 40 mm in diameter and  
58.3 mm long, the probes provide uni-directional repeatability 
of 1 micron and can be used to reduce setup times, scrap and 
fixture costs while improving process control, the company says. 
Both designs are hardened and sealed to IPX8 to withstand the 
extreme environments typical of lathes and turning centers. An 
eyelid protection system prevents entry of chips and debris that 
could damage probe internals.

The RLP40’s frequency-hopping spread spectrum radio 
transmission pairs with the company’s standard radio machine 
interface and utilizes the 2.4 GHz frequency band. The probe 
and its interface continually hop from one transmission channel 
to another, delivering signal robustness and flexibility through 
frequency switching. Radio transmission allows continuous 
communication between the probe and the interface, even when 
line-of-sight is lost.

The OLP40 uses  
modulated optical  
transmission for high  
resistance to light  
interference, and its  
360-degree transmission  
systems allows the probe to  
operate in any orientation. It also 
works with the company’s legacy 
transmission systems, while two touch probes can be used on 
one turning center when the OMI-2T interface unit is used.

A wide range of shanks is available, including parallel and 
tapered designs, for maximum flexibility when mounting the 
probes in a lathe or turning center turret. RMP40M and OMP40M 
transmission-only modules are also available to enable the use 
of the company’s LP2 family of touch probes and accessories to 
reach part features that would otherwise be inaccessible.

For further details contact Toolquip & Allied on  
TEL: 011 370 2727

Renishaw lathe inspection 
touch probes available with radio 
or optical signal transmission
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Tiger•tec® Silver combines both high-temperature wear 
resistance and toughness in a single coating, 
permitting both greater tool life and higher 

cutting speeds.
Walter has unveiled the first indexable 

inserts with the new Tiger•tec® Silver PVD 
aluminium oxide coating. These indexable 
grooving and cut-off inserts deliver superior 
tool life and increased productivity thanks to the 
advanced properties of the new coating. These 
properties include increased high-temperature wear 
resistance with no compromise in toughness. 

The combination of toughness and wear resistance is a 
plus in any application, but particularly in grooving and  
cut-off operations because the tools experience several 
different conditions within the cut. For example, at the 
beginning of the cut the tools are exposed to a large amount 
of coolant, with little or none later. Similarly, there is high 
speed early in the cut with low speed later, and there is low 
stress on the tool early on, with high stress at the end of the 
cut.

Because of its optimised surface structure Tiger•tec 
Silver PVD lowers the friction on the cutting surface. Also, 

sharp and 
highly defined 

cutting edges can 
be achieved because the 

Tiger•tec Silver PVD coatings 
are thinner than conventional 

coatings. This fact, as well as the 
particularly smooth surface, helps to 

prevent build-up on the cutting edge and 
provide a high level of process reliability.

This advanced new coating will be made available 
in four grades: WSM13S, WSM23S, WSM33S and WSM43S. 

The cutting material WSM13S is suitable for use in stable 
machining conditions due to its distinctive hardness. The 
cutting material WSM43S is aimed at unstable clamping 
arrangements and machining conditions, low cutting 
speeds and interrupted cuts due to its excellent toughness 
properties. The middle variants WSM23S and WSM33S 
cover the relatively large intermediate range. This gives users 
an optimum grooving solution for each material and each 
application, with excellent tool life and process reliability.

For further details contact Spectra Carbide on 
TEL: 041 403 1525

New from Doosan, the DNM vertical machining center 
produces parts up to 400 mm diameter by 335 mm high, 
and now, with a factory installed, fifth-axis rotary-turning 

table, can produce complex geometries with shorter cycles and 
greater accuracy.

The turning table is durably constructed, with double-lead 
worm and pinion gears that mesh 
fully along the length of the teeth. A 
patented pneumatic clamping device, 
working in conjunction with the table, 
increases clamping forces by 250% 
and indexing speeds by 50%. The 
350 x 350 mm table is supported in 
all positions, with no table overhang, 
enabling high accuracy, even when 
machining far from the tilting axis. The 
maximum load is 250 kilograms.

The DNM350/5AX is constructed 
on a sturdy fine-grain Meehanite 
casting for superior dampening 
characteristics and heat dissipation. 
High speed, high precision linear 

motion guide ways are used on all axes.
The spindle is driven by a 15 kW motor that generates 

speeds up to 12,000 rpm for faster cycles and finer finishes. 
Cooling oil circulates around the spindle and bearings to 
maintain a constant temperature and minimize thermal 
deformation. A Big Plus dual-contact tool holding system 

provides contact between the machine 
spindle face and the tool holder flange 
face, and simultaneously between 
the machine spindle taper and the 
tool holder taper shank. The result is 
higher rigidity, better ATC repeatability, 
superior surface finish, and extended 
tool life.

A double-arm ATC has a 30-tool 
capacity (40 and 60 tool are optional). 
Maximum sizes for the machine’s 40 
taper tool system are 270 mm long and 
a weight of 8 Kgs.  T-T-T change times 
are 1.3 sec.

For more information contact Puma 
Machine Tools on TEL: 011 976 8600

Doosan DNM350/5AX vertical machining 
center for small parts with 5-axis versatility

Walter introduces grooving and cut-off 
inserts with new Tiger•tec®

Silver PVD coating





Yeong Chin Machinery Industries Co. Ltd. (YCI), founded 
in 1954 is a leading Taiwanese manufacturer of manual 
and CNC milling machines, CNC turning centres,  

CNC vertical and horizontal machining centers.

TCV 2000 A VMC
The TCV 2000 A is a 3-axis traveling column vertical 

machining centre specially engineered for extended long parts 
with ultra-high feedrate and efficiency to perfect all  
your job requirements.

The fixed work table ensures 
the best possible dynamic 
levelling, eliminates parts 
movement on the axial and 
greatly improves precision, 
allows extra weight 
capacity and can 
be divided into dual 
working envelopes. 
The spindle speed  
is 12,000rpm,  
X/Y/Z axes travel  
2 000 x 520 x 540 mm, table 
size 2 500 x 520 mm, load on the table 
2,000kg and rapid feedrate X/Y/Z 40m/min.

GT-380L A/B
The GT Series utilizes boxed type design which offers an 

ultra-wide base structure, high quality meehanite casting and 
oversized hardened and ground boxed ways to ensure the best 
machining performance by eliminating structural distortion and 
deformation under heavy machining conditions.

An oversized spindle structural design compliments the 
high torque spindle motor to provide exceptional turning and 
milling results that outperform its competition.

The machine comes with chuck size of 12/15", spindle power 
of 25 hp, Spindle Speed up to 3 000 rpm, a maximum turning 
diameter 560 mm, a maximum turning length of 1265 mm,  

bar capacity  
of 90 mm,  

X axis travel of 
280 mm  
and Z axis  
travel of  
1265 mm.  
The maximum 
feed rate X/Z 
of 24 mpm.

 

GT-250 MA turning centre
The GT-250 MA turning centre has a 12 station servo 

driven VDI turret with live tooling function, designed and 
manufactured by YCM, which enables a complex mill-turn 
operation in a single operation.

Chuck size is 8", Spindle Power 20 hp, Spindle Speed  
4 500 rpm, Maximum Turning Diameter 350 mm, 
Maximum Turning Length 560 mm, Bar Capacity 50 mm, 
X-Axis Travel of 175 mm, Z-Axis travel of 560 mm and a 
maximum feed rate X/Z of 24 mpm.

The NT - 2500 SY high performance mill-turn 

multitasking 
centre has been 
developed for the  
die & mould 
industry.  
The machine 
incorporates a 
built-in spindle 
for both main 
and sub spindles 
and is cooled via 
an inverter type 
spindle cooling 
system at a constant temperature, which reduces the  
thermal growth effect.

The radial type turret offers larger turning and milling 
capacity with less tool interference and the Y-axis capability 
provides true milling capabilities. The swing over bed is  
1 000mm, swing over carriage 870 mm, the turning  
diameter 350 mm and the turning length 780 mm.

FX 380 A vertical machining centre
The FX 380 A vertical machining centre with a universal 

milling head is suitable for high speed and high performance 
complex machining applications in aerospace, automotive  
and general industries. The 5-axis machine is of symmetrical 
fork type structure design, made of nodular graphite  
cast iron that minimises deformation during varied cutting 
applications.

The compact 5-axis machining centre with a floor spacing 
of only 2 210 mm wide by 2 685 mm deep is supplied with a 
powerful Heidenhain iTNC530 control and a servo driven  
40T or 60T tool magazine. Both the B-axis and C-axis are  
driven by torque motors. The spindle speed is 12,000rpm, 
X/Y/Z axes travels 700 x 520 x 480mm and the table  
size is 380mm with a maximum load of 250kg.

NSV 156 A vertical machining centre
The NSV 156 A with 1,200rpm high speed IDD spindle  

with precise ceramic bearings is also a new vertical machining 
centre equipped with 22kW high performance spindle motor 
and four chip augers specially designed for an ultra-high 
amount of aluminium chip disposal.

One of the features of this machine is the fast tool  
change system of 1.9 seconds tool-to-tool.

All three axes are equipped with high precision roller  
type guideways, extra-large diameter ball screws, direct  
coupled high performance axial servo motor to achieve  
high speed and high precision capable of reaching maximum 
1g axial acceleration and 48m/min rapid feedrate.  

The X/Y/Z axes travel is 1,530/650/610 mm,  
table size  
1 630 x 650 mm 
and load  
on the  
table 1,500kg.

For further 
details contact  
the local agents  
Harper Machine  
Tools on  
TEL: 082 416 2268
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YCI range of machines
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Internal machining tools are more complicated and 
demanding as compared to external machining tools mainly 
due to the limited space for the chip evacuation and a 

hidden cutting edge. Tool reliability or reliability of the cutting 
process is therefore of great importance in internal machining. 
In high speed drilling, if the cutting edge breaks and the 
machine operator is unable to identify and stop the machine 
immediately, this could result in damage to the drill body and 
could also cause an accident. 

Komet® moves up a gear in the area of insert drilling with the 
KUB Pentron®. The new tool system offers continuous drilling 
up to 5 x D, also with performance data of the highest calibre.

Komet has broken completely new ground to develop the 
new KUB Pentron®. It unites key features in one tool, such as 
attainable precision, the highest performance parameters and 
impressive drilling depths. It permits up to 20 % higher cut 
and feed rate values than insert drills currently on the market, 
and the KUB Pentron® provides high performance as seen 
in its length-to-diameter ratios of 5 x D. It masters extreme 
machining conditions that were previously only possible in  

3 x D. The KUB Pentron® 
is equipped with two 
square inserts that each 
have four effective  
cutting edges. The internal and external inserts have exactly 
the same shape. 

From all round geometry to soft cutting and what is known 
as chip breaker geometry, inserts with high performance 
substrates and coatings are available for the widest variety of 
materials. Just as the inserts and their respective geometries 
are patented, so is the basic body. There are three basic holder 
variants for 3 x D, 4 x D and 5 x D with parallel shank and  
ABS connection. A special surface treatment ensures  
optimum chip clearance and sliding properties. In the 14 to 
44 millimetre diameter range, the new KUB Pentron® lets you 
go up a gear so that insert drilling is possible across the entire 
range of length-to-diameter ratios right up to 5 x D using one 
universal tool system.

For further details contact Multitrade Distributors on  
TEL: 011 453 8034

Komet KUB Pentron™ solid drilling
to 5 x D for heat exchange
plates and  components





Six programmable axes allow for continued 
innovation in tool design, while the six position 
tool changer allows for flexibility in electrodes 

and polishing wheel selections
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The latest machine to showcase Vollmer technology 
for finishing PCD (polycrystalline diamond) tools is 
the QXD200. This machine provides state of the 

art finishing, combining rotary erosion and fluting, with a 
polishing wheel to 

provide a 
mirror like 
finish in 
a single 
machine 
setup.  
This 
finish 
extends 

tool life and improves surface finishes on machined surfaces.  
Six programmable axes allow for continued innovation 

in tool design, while the six position tool changer allows for 
flexibility in electrodes and polishing wheel selections that 
can be utilized in unattended operation. The offline simulation 
creates a 3-D model that can be incorporated into other 
software packages for verification of end results on tool 
geometry.  

Vollmer continues to incorporate simplified programming 
for ease of training, and its modular design allows for several 
automation options to be incorporated as tool demand 
dictates. 

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools  
on TEL: 011 976 8600

The Vollmer QXD200 for
PCD finishing
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Sodick EDMs feature
simplified control mechanism

Sodick’s AG series EDMs feature linear drives and a 
simplified control mechanism that provides a direct link 
between the drive and the control.

Sodick’s AG series EDMs feature linear drives and a 
simplified control mechanism that provides a direct link 
between the drive and the control. According to the company, 
this ensures fast servo response times and optimal spark gaps.

The line’s wire EDMs include the AG400L, which is suitable 
for small- to medium-sized parts 

and molds that require close 
tolerances and fine surface 

finishes. The AG600LH, 
which features a  
510 mm Z height  
and integrated  
A/B table, has  
XYZ-axis travel of 
600 x 400 x 510 mm 
to accommodate 
large parts and tall 
workpieces. The 

machine also offers linear motors 
on the X, Y, U and V axes to 
maximise speeds with no backlash 
or lost motion, the company says. 
Other features include glass-scale 
feedback, Super Jet annealing, 
high-speed automatic wire 
threading, ceramic components 
and an energy-saving circuit for 
decreased energy use compared 
to conventional EDMs.

Other machines in the range 
include the AP250L for small, 
intricate parts, the AQ750LH with fixed table design for heavier 
workpieces and the VZ300L for high accuracy and cutting 
speeds.

The AG80L features a linear motor and is suitable for 
medium to large sized parts. Another model, the G60L, offers 
ease of automation with the use of a robot.

For more information contact Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd on  
TEL: 011 970 1930

Vanad, a worldwide known manufacturer of 
technology for thermal cutting equipment, 
has recently launched its new high quality 

CNC laser cutting machine the Vanad Fiber 
Laser, powered with the HyIntensityTM fiber 
laser source from Hypertherm. 

The Vanad Fiber Laser is available in three 
models a HFL 010 (1kW), HFL 015 (1,5kW) or  
HFL 020 (2kW) allowing for rated cutting capacity up to  
16 mm mild steel (10 mm stainless steel).

The machine design allows for a working width of 1500mm 
and working length of 3000mm. The portal is bilaterally driven 
and is equipped with one fiber laser support. The material 
board has two moving frames for simultaneous cutting on 
one frame and manipulation of the cut details on the second 
frame. The linear lead is attached into an independent 
adjustable girder on the board side. The board is divided into 
sections with pneumatically controlled flaps. The driving gears 
are direct current with play-free gearboxes and pinions with a 
rack (play-free type).

The Vanad Fiber Laser is powered by the HyIntensity Fiber 
Laser system, which uses a low maintenance solid-state 

laser source to generate a laser beam that is delivered 
through a fiber optic cable to the laser head. The 

glass fiber transfers the beam with a beam 
quality tailored for cutting metal. The 
fiber optic technology enables more 
flexible table integration without the 
table size restrictions associated with 
CO2 lasers. 

Three times more energy efficient 
than CO2, HyIntensity Fiber Laser systems are 

a cost-effective solution for fine-featured cutting with 
no mirrors to maintain and calibrate and no lasing gas. When 
compared with CO2 laser technology fiber laser offers higher 
cut speeds, lower operating costs, higher productivity and 
produces a higher quality edge on material thicknesses below 
6 mm.

Hypertherm have designed the HyIntensityTM fiber laser 
system to be a tightly integrated system for ease of operation, 
reliability and consistent process optimisation. The system 
allows for pre-set optimised cutting parameters for a full range 
of materials (mild steel, stainless steel, aluminium). It has the 
ability to cut and mark with the same consumables for easy 
process changeover and efficient operation. 

Further features include an integrated capacitive height 
control (patent pending), a laser head control console with a 
point of use process and diagnostic information and an auto 
gas selection console which enables consistent cut quality and 
rapid process change over.

For further details contact Craft Machine Tools, sole 
distributor of Vanad thermal cutting equipment, on  
TEL: 011 845 2030

Vanad Fiber Laser launched






